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Abstract
Research in the field of flexible and printed electronics has led to continuous de-

crease in the production costs of electronic devices. Simultaneously, significant

advances have been made in sensor technologies based on solution-processable

novel nanomaterials. Combination of these technologies has paved the path for

the production of disposable biosensors that can be used in early diagnosis of

several diseases, hence improving the quality of life.

In the present work, development of electrolyte-gated carbon nanotube field effect

transistor (CNTFET) for biosensing applications was carried out. Towards this

aim carbon nanotubes (CNT) were initially tested for their biocompatibility and

use as an electrode material. After they were proven to be biocompatible, CNT

electrodes were employed for impedance measurements. To achieve integration of

spray deposited CNT electrodes with 3D printing, test chips were produced which

combine these additive technologies. An entirely solution processable electrolyte

gated CNTFET was developed next, with the aim of lowering the overall device

cost. To understand the impact of geometrical factors and materials used for tran-

sistor fabrication, different architectures were studied. This led to the development

of multi-analyte sensor array. Devices with a single gate to control multiple semi-

conducting channels or multiple gates for controlling single semiconducting chan-

nels were developed. Using functionalisation schemes towards sensing of specific

ions, arrays capable of simultaneous detection of multiple ions were demonstrated.

Using these transistors as the sensing platform, biosensors for different classes of

biochemicals were developed. Ion sensors for Na+, K+, NH+
4 , Mg2+, H2PO

−
4 ,

NO−3 were demonstrated. Further, enzymaztic sensors were explored. Enzymes

like glucose oxidase and lactate oxidase were used for the detection of glucose and

lactate. Detection of organophosphate pesticide is demonstrated by monitoring the

activity of enzyme acetylcholinesterase. Dopamine sensors based on modulation

of charge in double layer capacitor were developed with sensitivity up to 10 fM.

To isolate carbon nanotubes from unknown chemical environment extended gate

architecture was explored and its use as DNA sensor was demonstrated. The

electrolyte gated CNTFET platform for biosensors offers a unique prospect to

realize the goal of cost-effective point-of-care diagnostics.
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Zusammenfassung
Forschung im Feld von flexible und gedruckte Elektronik führte zu einer kontinuier-

lichen Senkung der Produktionskosten von elektronischen Geräten. Gleichzeitig

wurden Fortschritte im Bereich der Sensortechnologien erzielt basierend auf neuar-

tigen Nanomaterialien. Die Kombination dieser Technologien hat den Weg für die

Herstellung von Einweg-Biosensoren geebnet, die zur Früherkennung verschiedener

Krankheiten eingesetzt werden können und somit die Lebensqualität verbessern.

In dieser Arbeit wurde ein elektrolytgesteuerter Kohlenstoff-Nanoröhren-Feld-Effekt-

Transistor (CNTFET) für biosensorische Anwendungen entwickelt. Dazu wurden

zunächst Kohlenstoff-Nanoröhren (CNT) auf ihre Biokompatibilität getestet und

als Elektrodenmaterial eingesetzt. Nachdem sie sich als biokompatibel erwiesen

hatten, wurden CNT-Elektroden für die Impedanzmessungen eingesetzt. Um eine

erfolgreiche Integration von sprühbeschichteten CNT-Elektroden mit 3D-Druck

zu erreichen, wurden Testchips hergestellt, die diese Additivtechnologien kom-

binieren. Als nächster Schritt wurde ein vollständig lösungsverarbeitbarer elek-

trolytgesteuerter CNTFET entwickelt, mit dem Ziel, die Gesamtkosten des Gerätes

zu senken. Um die Auswirkungen von geometrischen Faktoren und Materialien für

die Transistorfertigung zu verstehen, wurden verschiedene Architekturen unter-

sucht. Dies führte zur Entwicklung eines Multi-Analyten-Sensorarrays. Es wurden

Geräte mit einem einzigen Gate zur Steuerung mehrerer halbleitender Kanäle oder

mehreren Gates zur Steuerung einzelner halbleitender Kanäle entwickelt. Mit Hilfe

von Funktionalisierungsschemata zur Erfassung von spezifischen Ionen wurden Ar-

rays demonstriert, die in der Lage sind, mehrere Ionen gleichzeitig zu detektieren.

Mit diesen Transistoren als Sensorplattform wurden Biosensoren für verschiedene

Klassen von Biochemikalien entwickelt. Ionen Sensoren für Na+, K+, NH+
4 ,

Mg2+, H2PO
−
4 , NO−3 wurden bewiesen. Weitere enzymbasierte Sensoren wurden

untersucht. Enzyme wie Glucoseoxidase und Laktatoxidase wurden für die Erken-

nung von Glucose und Laktat benutzt. Der Nachweis von phosphororganischen

Pestiziden ist durch die Beobachtung der Enzymaktivität Acetylcholinesterase be-

wiesen. Der Dopamin Sensor basiert auf die Ladungsänderung der Doppelschichtka-

pazität und weist eine Empfindlichkeit bis zu 10 fM auf. Um Kohlenstoff-Nanoröhren

aus unbekannter chemischer Umgebung zu isolieren, wurde eine erweiterte Gate-

Architektur erforscht und deren nutzen als DNA Sensor gezeigt. Die elektrolytges-

teuerte CNTFET-Plattform für Biosensoren bietet eine einzigartige Möglichkeit,

das Ziel der kostengünstige Point-of-Care Diagnostik zu realisieren.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction

Human endeavour to continuously improve the quality of life, and understanding

the ever-changing environment demands sensory input. This need has lead to the

development of various sensing technologies empowering us to measure the physi-

cal surroundings. From the days of doctors tasting urine for diagnosis of diabetes

to modern glucose meters, sensors capable of detecting chemicals have progressed

tremendously. Despite this technological progress, world health organisation es-

timates around 400 million people lack essential medical care. With such a large

number of people without appropriate medical care, there is much to improve. A

medical practitioner can recommend medication only after a successful diagnosis

of illness. Assisted by imaging techniques and blood tests many diseases can be

cured with small expense if diagnosed in early stage. However, with high test

costs, and unavailability of the immediate test report it is often not done. By the

time the diagnosis report is available the disease might have progressed towards a

worse state. This situation can be vastly improved by developing low-cost sensors

which can provide immediate test results. Not only it saves test costs but brings

benefits of fast treatment leading to better life quality and mortality rate.

Novel nanomaterials help to achieve the goal of affordable diagnostic devices. New

devices are under continuous research, and many such systems are proposed by

academic and research institutions. These sensors combined with telemedicine

or perhaps one day with an artificially intelligent health monitoring system have

1
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potential to improve human health and enable better environment globally. So-

phisticated sensing devices capable of determining trace levels of chemicals exist

but are incredibly expensive and outside the reach of most of the population.

Even if they were affordable, they are still bulky and would not be practical to

use near a patient. Nanomaterial-based sensors have risen as a viable alternative

to traditional sensors; they promise low cost, high sensitivity and small form fac-

tor to quantify a large class of chemicals. Their sphere of influence range from

environmental monitoring, industrial use, wastewater management and of course

a medical point of care device. In this work, as nanomaterial carbon nanotube

is used for fabrication of biosensors. Transistor fabricated using random carbon

nanotube network and gated by an aqueous electrolyte forms the biosensing plat-

form. Its use in monitoring cell proliferation, as an ion sensor, or as a glucose

and lactate sensor is examined. The same platform is further used for detection of

neurotransmitters dopamine and acetylcholine. DNA detection is also tested with

a so-called extended gate architecture.

Chapter 2 presents state-of-art of biosensors and various methods with promising

future. Chapter 3 introduces electrolyte gated carbon nanotube transistor their

working and its use as a biosensor. Material properties and fabrication techniques

are also introduced which were used during this thesis. Chapter 4 demonstrates

a transistor fabricated entirely from carbon nanotubes. Their use as an electrode

material for monitoring cell cultures is presented. An extended gate device ar-

chitecture and its advantages are also de discussed. Various biosensors developed

during this work are presented in chapter 5. Finally, chapter 6 presents views

of the author regarding challenges faced in bringing these sensors from academic

laboratories to clinical use and hurdles that must be overcome for achieving a real

point-of-care diagnostic device.



Chapter 2

BioSensors: State of Art

International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) defines biosensor as

“A device that uses specific biochemical reactions mediated by isolated enzymes,

immunosystems, tissues, organelles or whole cells to detect chemical compounds

usually by electrical, thermal or optical signals ” [8].

In general, the major requisites of a biosensors are

1. There should be a biochemical reaction.

2. Biological mediator should be part of it.

3. A transduction mechanism should be involved in detection of chemical com-

position and the final readout.

Five major components of the biosensors are shown in Figure 2.1. Further,

a biosensor can be broadly classified according to the type of analyte, reaction

mediating agent, and transduction mechanism used. In the below sections we

discuss the different biosensors and the sensing mechanisms in detail.

2.1 Transduction Principles

Word “Transducer” implies a device responsible for the conversion of a physical

quantity from one form to another. In case of a biosensor, the physical parameters

converted are typically charge, mass, light intensity, heat, pH, material property

such as resistivity or dielectric constant. For easy data processing and storage, final

3
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Figure 2.1: Different stages of a biosensor

output in the form of electronic signal is often desired. We will review further the

sensors based on the following major transducing categories.

1. Charge

2. Light intensity

3. Mass

4. Dielectric constant

2.1.1 Charge based biosensor

Sensors based on detection of charged species in a chemical environment represent

one of the important class of biosensors. Further progress in field of electrochem-

istry led to the production of one of the earliest chemical sensor, i.e. the pH

sensor [9], which was a charge based sensor. Such biosensors fall into three major

categories

1. Potentiometric: to detect the influence of charge in such a way that the

biorecognition event is in direct correlation with voltage measured.

2. Amperometric: measuring the change of electric current between two elec-

trodes upon the alteration in the concentration of biochemical. One of the
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earliest biosensor, i.e. glucose meter introduced by Leland C. Clark at the

New York Academy of Sciences Symposium in 1962 is based on such elec-

trochemical technique [10].

3. Conductometric: It utilises the variation in the electrical conductivity of the

sample as an indicator of change in the concentration of biochemical.

As in any electrochemical cell, a minimum of two electrodes are separated by

an electrolyte and either a voltage is applied and resulting current is measured

(amperometric sensor), or directly the cell voltage is measured (potentiometric

sensors). In all of these methods, two rules must always be obeyed.

1. At interface the charges can separate but, overall the electrochemical cell

remains neutral.

2. The electrical circuit should always form a closed loop, i.e. at least two

electrodes are present and form the closed path for the signal. In this ar-

rangement, depending on nature of interfaces, steady state current can be

conditionally present.

2.1.1.1 Potentiometric sensors

The property which forms the basis for these sensors is the chemical potential µ

and is related to the free energy G, a thermodynamic property given by equation

2.1

µi =

(
δG

δn

)
T,P,j 6=i

= RTlnai (2.1)

where n is the quantity of species i with activity ai. If these chemical species are

charged then, the relation also includes term contributing electrical work, and it

can be re-written as equation 2.2

µ̃i = µi ± zFϕ (2.2)

At equilibrium, dG = 0, therefore

dG = Σµ̃idni = 0. (2.3)
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This is the Gibbs equation, and it explains the interfacial potential π given as

π = ϕm − ϕS =
µ0,S
i − µ

0,m
i

ziF
+
RT

ziF
ln
aSi
ami

(2.4)

Here ami is the activity of the species i in the metallic phase and aSi is the activity

in the solution phase . Thus rewriting 2.4 we obtain the Nernst equation.

π = π0 +
RT

ziF
lnaSi (2.5)

If a metal separates a solution (which contains the corresponding metallic ions i)

in two sections such that each solution section has a different concentration of i

then there exists a potential difference between the two sections of solutions given

by

π =
RT

zF
ln
a1
i

a2
1

. (2.6)

Here 1, 2 represent the two sections separated by the metal which can exchange

species i (typically metal cation). If we select any other permeable membrane

instead of the metal to separate the solutions, we will get the same potential given

that the species i can move across the membrane. This principle enables ion selec-

tive electrodes and ion selective field effect transistor based sensors. If the activity

of species i on one side of the membrane is fixed, then the measured potential

directly correlates to the concentration of i on other side. It should be noted that

such sensors are logarithmically related to concentration change. At 25oC, the

sensitivity is around 60mV for monovalent species.

This idea has been extended to the field effect transistors where effective gate volt-

age becomes a function of ion activity, due to above mentioned Nernst potential.

The drain current then becomes a measure of the ion concentration. This idea was

introduced by P. Bergveld [11], and one of the first ion sensitive ion selective field

effect transistor using membrane was introduced by Moss et al. [12]. They used

transistor gate potential as the function of potassium concentration which results

in the drain current variation. More detail on ISFET and their adaptation to sense

biological substances will be discussed in chapter 3. However before continuing to

other sensing principles few important observations about potentiometric sensors

are listed below,
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1. There is no specific constraint on the response time of the sensor. The only

necessary requirement is that of thermodynamic equilibrium.

2. There is no restriction on the size of the sensor.

Thus in principle, miniaturised devices with fast response time are indeed a pos-

sibility. Ion-selective sensors constitute majority of potentiometric sensors. A

typical example is pH sensor, where doped glass membrane acts as a selective

membrane for H+ ion. However strictly speaking pH sensor by itself cannot be

considered as biosensor unless it involves the use of a biochemical reaction.

Building on the principle of ion-selective electrodes, several bioreactions which

produce ions as a byproduct has been used for fabrication of biosensors. Zhybak

et al. used NH+
4 as the reporter ion for detection of urea, as well as creatinine

[13]. Several groups have used H+ ion, which is often, a byproduct of reactions

catalysed by enzymes, to quantify initial substrate concentration [14, 15]. Chem-

ical reactions given below presents reaction paths for various biosensors based on

potentiometric techniques.

Hydrogen ion based reaction paths

penicillin
penicillinase−−−−−−→ penicilloicacid+H+ (2.7)

D − glucose+O2
glucose oxidase+H2O−−−−−−−−−−−−→ D − gluconate+H+ (2.8)

lipids
lipase−−−→ glycerol + fattyacids+H+ (2.9)

Ammonium cation based reaction paths

Urea
Urease−−−−→ 2.NH+

4 + CO2−
3 (2.10)

L− aminoacid+O2 +H2O
L−aminoacidoxidase−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Ketoacid+NH+

4 +H2O2 (2.11)
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Cyanide anion based reaction paths

amygdalin+ 2H2O
βglucosidase−−−−−−−→ 2glucose+ benzaldehyde+H+ + CN− (2.12)

Potentiometric sensors based on ion concentration have also been used for DNA

sequencing [16, 17]. Protein sensing demonstrated by Wang et al. used protein ad-

sorption on a molecularly imprinted surface to detect the potential change which is

proportional to the quantity of adsorbed protein [18]. Duzgun et al. used aptamer

as a binding molecule and identified the potential difference between electrodes

due to the capture of target protein [19]. DNA hybridisation has also been suc-

cessfully measured using potentiometric Cd2+ ion sensors [20].

Potentiometric sensors have few limiting requirements; the foremost being need

of a stable reference electrode relative to which all the potential measurements

are done [21]. Potentiometric sensors based on the charged macromolecules such

as proteins and DNA further suffer from shielding of their charge due to double

layer formation [22]. Additionally, Nernst equation dictates the sensitivity of po-

tentiometric sensors; thus they have a logarithmic response. This further limits

the achievable practical resolution.

In the next section, we will discuss amperometric sensors which attempts to over-

come some of the above mentioned issues of potentiometric sensors.

2.1.1.2 Amperometric sensors

In case of potentiometric sensors, we were concerned only with measurements at

electrochemical equilibrium conditions and dynamic processes were not considered.

However a wealth of information is hidden in the dynamics of how a chemical

reaction proceeds. Generally upon conversion of reactant A into product B the

reaction is possible in both directions, forward and backward [23]. The rate of

conversion from reactants to products is measured using ν [M/s] and is given as

νf and νb for forward, and backward reaction respectively,

νf = kfCA (2.13)
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νb = kbCB (2.14)

Intuitively it implies that rate of conversion is dependent on concentration C and

conversion factor k. At equilibrium, the final concentrations of A and B becomes

constant thus the rate of the forward reaction equals that of the backward reaction

[24]. Hence for the reaction given in equation 2.15,

A
kf−−⇀↽−−
kb

B (2.15)

kfCA = kbCB =⇒ kf
kb

= K =
CB
CA

(2.16)

Arrhenius equation is used to explain rate constants k as

k = A′e−
EA
RT (2.17)

Here EA is equivalent to energy barrier which must be overcome for the reaction

to proceed, also known as activation energy [25]. Rewriting equation 2.17 in terms

of ∆G

k = A”e−∆G/RT . (2.18)

Extending this idea to electrochemical reactions let us consider reaction 2.19, with

reagent O being reduced using n electrons into reagent R.

O + ne
kf−−⇀↽−−
kb

R (2.19)

Since this is related to current i, it can be broken into two components cathodic

current density jc, i.e. electrons given into the solution, and anodic current density

ja, i.e. electrons exiting the solution [26]. The rate of conversion of O into a

reduced compound R is given as

νf = kfCO(0, t) =
jc
nF

(2.20)
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and similarly, for the backward reaction, it is given as

νb = kbCR(0, t) =
ja
nF

(2.21)

thus total current is given as

j = jc − ja = nF [kfCO(0, t)− kbCR(0, t)] (2.22)

here CO(0, t) and CR(0, t) are the concentrations of oxidised and reduced species,

respectively at time t. Thus if we relate rate constants k with the applied potential,

we can predict the concentration.

If the potential of the electrode is changed by E volts the energy of one mole of

electrons is changed by −FE. If we use the relation of free energy to electric work,

we can state that

∆Ga = ∆G0a − (1− α)F (E − E0) (2.23)

here ∆Ga is the free energy change at equilibrium for the anodic process. When

F(E - E0) is positive, the barrier for anodic process decreases from its equilibrium

state ∆G0a. Similarly, the cathodic barrier increases to

∆Gc = ∆G0c + αF (E − E0) (2.24)

here E0 is the formal potential. Using equations 2.18, 2.22, 2.23 and 2.24, we get

j = Fk0[CO(0, t)e−α
F (E−E0)

RT − CR(0, t)e(1−α)
F (E−E0)

RT ]. (2.25)

Equation 2.25 dictates sensor response and can be used for various electrochemical

processes. In cases when a high potential is applied, the reaction becomes limited

by mass transfer. In that scenario, all the molecules coming at surface get con-

verted much faster than the rate at which they arrive. Thus total current density

becomes

j = nFmo[CO,bulk − Co(0, t)]. (2.26)
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In this situation the current is called mass limited current, given as jl = nFmoCO,bulk.

The surface concentration can be given as

Co(0, t) = CO,bulk

(
1− j

jl

)
. (2.27)

In a typical amperometric sensor, if the applied potential is such that mass trans-

fer limits the reaction, we obtain a linear relation of current measured with the

concentration of the analyte.

Amperometric sensors compared to potentiometric sensors have higher sensitivity

(linear compared to logarithmic). They do not suffer from Debye length screening

effects. However similar to potentiometric sensors they also require a reference

electrode and either the analyte itself should be electro-active or it should be

converted into an electrically active compound. Several sensors based on ampero-

metric technique have been proposed, including the highly acclaimed the glucose

sensor.

The first generation glucose sensors were based on amperometric detection of hy-

drogen peroxide [27]. Need of platinum restricted their use to laboratories only.

Since it was based on amperometric detection of peroxide produced, it required

higher potentials for greater selectivity. The second generation eliminated the

need for oxygen and use of peroxide for detection. Instead, they introduced redox

mediators [28, 29]. They further eliminated the need for platinum and used screen

printed electrodes, thus lowering the cost and resulted in mass adoption. The

third generation still employs amperometric detection but does not require redox

mediators, instead it tries to use organic conducting materials for direct electron

transfer from enzyme to the electrode [30].

Amperometric detection has been successfully demonstrated for amino acids such

as glutamic acid, lysine, glutamine and histidine; for vitamin sensors such as L-

ascorbic acid [31], Vitamin B12 [32], and Nicotinic acid [33]. Either enzyme is used

for generation of electroactive compounds to be detected [34], or direct detection

has been shown [35]. Based on the same principle sensors for dopamine [36, 37]

or catechol [38] does not involve bioreaction as the necessary components of the

biosensor, but nevertheless provide information about important biomolecules.

Schematic of a typical strip based amperometric sensors is shown in Figure 2.2.

Commercial amperometric sensors intended for single use are usually fabricated

using screen printing techniques where reference, working and counter electrodes
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Figure 2.2: Pictorial representation of an amperometric strip biosensor.

all are on the same plane. If enzyme as a biocatalyst has to be incorporated, it is

immobilised on the working electrode. Most of the electrode area is encapsulated

with an insulating material except for the part where the analyte solution is in

contact with the electrodes, and the part which is left open for electronic contact

[39].

2.1.1.3 Conductometric sensors

Finally, the last class of electrochemical sensors are those which involves modu-

lation of electrical conductivity of an electrochemical cell [40]. Most successful

conductometric sensors are gas sensors where the electrochemical cell is composed

of a selective material separated by two metal contacts as shown in Figure 2.3.

The adsorption of chemical of interest on the surface causes change in Rs. This

changes the total impedance between the two electrodes and can be read out

electronically. The equivalent circuit shows the contact resistance of electrodes

to the sensing layer as RC , RS is the resistance of the surface being modulated

by chemical interaction. RB and RI represent the bulk and interface resistances

respectively.
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Figure 2.3: Schematic Representation of a conductometric biosensor. The
major electrical components involved are also shown.

2.1.1.4 Limitation of electrochemical sensors

In the above sections, we saw the working of electrochemical sensors. However,

there are several scenarios where such sensors have severe limitations. One such

limitation is that only molecules which are electrically active can be detected with

electrochemical sensors. Another severe limitation is non-availability of a micro-

reference electrode. Even though there have been several attempts [41, 42], a

stable micro reference electrode which would maintain its potential in different

situations just remains elusive. In amperometric sensors where the requirement of

reference electrode can be relaxed are affected by geometrical factors. For sensors

with reproducible geometry, the size cannot be reduced below a certain extent,

while maintaining the low cost. In miniaturised electrodes, the tolerance would

have to be kept tight, and it loses economic benefit due to increased fabrication

cost. Perhaps the most significant drawback of these sensors is that they must

be brought into contact with the sample. This involuntarily causes contamination

of the sensors. This results in extra costs of cleaning them, and issues related to

sterilisation and recalibration. One alternative is to keep the price low enough to

make disposable sensor.
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Figure 2.4: Schematic Representation of a Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR)
based Sensor.

2.1.2 Optics based biosensors

This class of biosensor utilises optical phenomena to convey biological information.

They constitute the second most successful biosensor after glucose, i.e. pregnancy

test strips. Essentially a biochemical reaction occurs which alters the colour of the

sensor surface. This may be quantitative or qualitative. They typically lack any

further signal processing and results are inferred by observing the colour change di-

rectly. Optical readers which readout the intensity of colour may infer quantitative

information [43].

An important kind of sensor based on optical phenomena are known as Surface

Plasmon Resonance (SPR) sensors. Though the research on SPR started in early

1900’s its use for sensing purposes was demonstrated much later in the 1980s [44].

The use of nanomaterial and continuous development has shaped SPR based sys-

tems into a commercial product. The principle of SPR lies on the change of re-

fractive index at the sensor surface when the analyte binds to the probe molecule.

Depending on the amount of analyte bound to the surface the resonance angle

shifts and is measured as shown in figure 2.4. By using calibration, quantitative

analysis is possible. However this method is based on the change of refractive

index, sufficient amount of analyte must bind to the probe molecules for a mea-

surable change. Typically smaller molecules (MW < 1000Da), pose challenge for

direct detection. In such cases, enzyme based amplification can help to achieve

lower detection limit [45].
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Figure 2.5: Schematic representation of a surface acoustic wave (SAW) based
sensor.

2.1.3 Microelectromechanical biosensor

A unique class of sensors employing change in mechanical property as an indicator

for biorecognition element is discussed in this section. They are mostly based on

the information related to change in mass of some part of the system. Hence these

sensors are most useful for sensing large biomolecules.

2.1.3.1 Surface acoustic wave based biosensors

The acoustic wave propagating on the surface of a piezoelectric substrate is the

major component of these sensors. As shown in Figure 2.5, one end of the sensor

transmits the acoustic wave, and the other end receives it. The generation of the

acoustic wave is achieved by the use of interdigitated electrodes patterned on a

piezoelectric crystal. A similar electrode structure is used to record/sense them.

These waves are strongly dependent on the surface properties [46]. When there

is a variation in the path of acoustic wave, recorded potential at sensor electrode

may vary in phase, amplitude or frequency [47].

To use this sensitive surface as a biosensor, the sensor surface is first primed with

capture sites which selectively binds to the target molecules. If an unknown sample

contains the target molecule, the surface properties are modified upon binding of

these target molecule with capture sites. This influences the transmission of the

acoustic wave. Building on this principle, biosensors for penicillin detection has

been demonstrated [48]. Several other use cases for gas detection and protein

detection have also been demonstrated. For a review on such sensors refer to [49].
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Figure 2.6: (A)Illustration of cantilever based sensor working on priciple of
resonance frequency shift. (B) Mechanical sensor based on deflection due to

surface stress.

2.1.3.2 Cantilever-based devices

Another exciting use of micromechanical devices is in the cantilever configuration.

Absorption of molecules on a micro cantilever causes change in its interaction

with environment. For example an oscillating cantilever will shift its resonance

frequency due to change in its mass. To induce selectivity the surface of cantilever

is functionalised with capture probe specific to analyte of interest [50]. Selective

reaction on only one side of sensor results in its bending and can be read out using

optical deflection. Figure 2.6(A) shows the working principle of such a sensor

based on shift in resonance frequency. Figure 2.6(B) shows deflection based micro

cantilever biosensor.
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2.2 Biosensing systems

Development of biosensor is just one aspect of the determination of target ana-

lyte. Like any other system, a usable bio-sensor system must provide result in a

comprehensible way to the end user. Not only should the chemical information

be transduced to optical or electrical signal, but also appropriately interpreted

for the user. For example, the electric current level measured by a glucose meter

must be translated to mg/dl or another suitable physiological unit. Depending on

the number of modalities a sensor is capable of detecting, we can broadly classify

them into single or multiple analyte sensor systems.

2.2.1 Single analyte sensor

These systems are dedicated towards analysis of a single specific chemical entity.

Usually, they provide the reading of the sensor directly or translate it to medi-

cally relevant units. A typical example would be glucose meters which directly

inform about the blood sugar level. Using just one analyte, a medical practitioner

may have enough confidence to judge and prescribe suitable treatment for the

patient. However such scenarios are limited, and often the decision is made based

on multiple tests for unambiguous diagnosis [51].

2.2.2 Multi-analyte sensor systems

The need of sensing numerous entities usually stems from medical requirements.

For correct diagnosis of several symptoms, a medical practitioner may require

information about more than one analyte. A solution to such situation calls for

the multi-analyte sensor system, similar to shown in Figure 2.7. The effort in

development of such multi-analyte sensor is increasing. The number of analytes

being sensed is targeted to diagnose the illness successfully [52]. However, there are

not many commercial examples of reliable multi-analyte sensor outside research

environment.

Another possible use of multiple target sensor is in simultaneous fingerprinting of

various analytes [53–55]. In these systems combination of sensors with selectivity

towards different analytes are used. The strict requirement of high sensitivity

may be relaxed. Instead, data-driven approach to quantify analyte can be used

[56]. The response towards different compounds is recorded and grouped using
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Figure 2.7: Two different layouts of the multi-analyte sensor are shown. (a)
Five different ion-selective membranes are placed on five different gates which all
share the same channel. (b) Five different ion-selective membranes are placed
on five different channels which all share the same gates. In both cases one

place is unfunctionalised of reference measurement.

statistical techniques. These techniques are aptly called fingerprinting as a match

between response pattern with known compounds is used for classification.

2.3 Biosensor application areas

Based on the application requirements biosensor systems may be classified into

following categories.

2.3.1 Qualitative assessment

Accurate knowledge of analyte concentration is preferred all the times. However,

it might not be always achievable due to the complexity of the sample, or shortage

of analysis time. In such situations, it might suffice to know qualitatively, the

presence or absence of a chemical compound. Such application areas include secu-

rity and bioterrorism[57], detection of allergen or toxin in food processing plants,

or detection of infection in cases where disease which may spread quickly, or when

early detection can lead to better prognosis [58].

2.3.2 Quantitative diagnostics

If it is desired to know the absolute amount of analyte present in the sample, it

becomes necessary to use biosensors capable of a quantitative assay. Situations
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where the mere knowledge of the presence or absence of the analyte is not enough

a more detailed quantitative detection of the amount of analyte is required [59].

Outside medical application, industrial sectors such as bioreactors and food quality

control requires quantitative sensors.

2.3.3 Point of care testing (PoCT)

A diagnostic test performed near the patient offer advantage of fast turnaround

time of the test report, resulting in a better course of treatment for the patient.

Demand for such system ranges from patients in big hospitals to those with limited

medical facilities or those locked in remote areas. Obvious benefits are fast diag-

nosis which leads to early treatment simultaneously reducing effort to conduct the

test in laboratories [60]. However the exact definition of such point of care testing

systems is vague. Thus to be more precise we adopt guideline provided by The

World Health Organization Sexually Transmitted Diseases Diagnostics Initiative

(SDI) called ASSURED [61]. According to this guideline, any proposed PoCT

system can be judged based on the following criteria.

• Affordable

• Sensitive

• Specific

• User-friendly

• Rapid and robust

• Equipment-free

• Deliverable to end-users

Apart from fast diagnostic time there are several other criteria which determine

if a sensing system qualifies as PoCT system or not. Several sensing platforms

based on principles such as antibody-antigen binding, are basis of PoCT systems

like lateral flow strip (LFS), paper-based microfluidic devices, etc.

To use the sensors discussed in previous sections in a PoCT systems, engineering

solutions are needed for system integration of the sensors and innovative readout
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technologies. Several technological fronts have to push the boundaries. Microflu-

idic systems using micropumps, lab-on-chip, direct CMOS integration with sen-

sors, packaging, and economical production are some of the critical areas. Much of

these scientific principles have been understood relatively well, and the underlying

structure is well matured. Additionally, with the development of new materials,

ways to achieve lower detection limit are continuously being explored but at small

pace.

Only after this technological advancement, one can hope for cheap, reliable and fast

medical diagnostic systems. Towards this aim, there is already research demon-

strations of portable and hand-held sensing systems for field testing and wearable

devices for continuous health monitoring. Efforts in this area are much talked

about in popular media perhaps due to the involvement of tech giants such as

Google notably for eye contact lens incorporating glucose sensor. In fact, accord-

ing to market predictions, the global market share of wearables will increase to

$50 billion in 2021 [62]. Amid the enthusiasm, the reality is that majority of

commercialised sensors are from a small pool of sensing systems.

2.4 Common challenges in development of biosen-

sor

2.4.1 Sensor response time

In most of the scenarios, it is desired to have fast sensor response. A typical

example is at airports, where screening of passengers is required to contain the

spread of diseases. Situations such as sports events or operation room also require

results to be available in the matter of tens of seconds to a couple of minutes

so that a decision can be made. Such situations require fast sensor response.

These scenarios become a challenge when on one hand the level of substance to

be detected is small, and on the other hand, a fast sensor response is required.

Sensors which respond to the surface interaction of biomolecule must wait for the

analyte to diffuse through the sample volume to reach the sensor surface. Alam

et al. proposed a model for estimating the time required for a sensor with given

geometry to generate the response [63]. Nanomaterial based sensors are poised

to have faster response, given same sensitivity for all material and geometries.

Apart from the issue of diffusion limits, significant time is consumed for sample
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preparation. Recent push towards personalised medicine and wearable sensors

have focused on analysis without sample preparation.

2.4.2 Selectivity

Another point to be considered in sensor development is to have sufficient se-

lectivity of sensor towards its target analyte. Most of the sensors which utilise

biocatalysts offer sufficient selectivity such as in Immunosensors. However, some-

times an enzyme or protein may also catalyse or bind to unwanted molecules

[64, 65]. This lack of absolute selectivity poses a challenge especially if the level

of the interfering molecule is unknown. Due to this cross-sensitivity, it might be

required to monitor primary known cross contaminant levels [66]. Ion selective

electrodes also suffer from such interference and often fail in the presence of high

concentrations of cross contaminants [67].

2.4.3 Sensitivity

Sensitivity refers to change in the output of sensor w.r.t change in analyte quantity.

Sensors with high sensitivity are required in situations where a small change can

have a drastic effect such as pH level in humans [68]. Sensitivity directly affects

the resolution of the sensor. Thus in situations where the small changes have to

be monitored, the sensor must offer sufficient sensitivity to quantify the results.

2.4.4 Analyte volume requirement

Another essential aspect to consider is the minimum amount of sample necessary

to do the analysis. Recently the field of point of care diagnostics has been plagued

with false hopes of providing analysis with a minuscule amount of sample [69]. For

example, the total number of molecules present in a 1 µl drop with one attomolar

concentration of analyte to be sensed is 10−18 × 10−6 × 6.023× 1023 = 0.6023. In

other words, approximately out of two drops of sample only one can have that

molecule! Hence claims made for such low detection limit or small sample volume

must be carefully scrutinised.





Chapter 3

Electrolyte Gated Carbon

Nanotube Field-Effect Transistor

3.1 Carbon Nanotube: Material properties

In 1952 there were reports and even a patent granted for hollow tubes of carbon

[70]. In 1991 Sumio Iijima synthesised and characterised the crystal structure of

the so-called “hollow carbon tubes” [71]. His work ignited interest in the newly

synthesised nanomaterial now known as carbon nanotubes (CNTs). Since then

immense progress has been made in in-depth understanding and investigating po-

tential applications of the CNTs. CNTs represent one of the most studied “nan-

otubes” [72]. As of early 2018, around 84,000 publications and patents directly

mention the words “carbon nanotube” in their title. Additionally, with the onset

of physical limitations in keeping up with Moore’s law [73], more interest and effort

has been directed towards nanomaterials such as nanowires, nanotubes, quantum

dots and 2D materials to continue the technological progress.

This work utilises carbon nanotubes as its primary material for the production of

sensors and electronic devices. This nanomaterial is composed of a single atomic

layer of carbon [74]. It can be viewed as a rolled-up sheet of single layer carbon

also called as graphene [75]. These cylinders can be a few nm in diameter and up

to several µm in length [76]. The 2D sheet of carbon is easily described using two

basis vector given as,

~a1 =
a

2
(
√

3, 1) (3.1)

~a2 =
a

2
(
√

3, 1) (3.2)
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Figure 3.1: Figure demonstrating the graphene structure and basis vectors.

Here a is the distance between the pair of two carbon atoms having one atom of

carbon in between. This arrangement of carbon is hexagonal, hence a becomes√
3 × 1.42Å. Figure 3.1 shows the graphene structure and basis vectors. This

sheet of graphene can be rolled to form cylinders [77]. However, there are several

possibilities to do so.

We can cut graphene into a ribbon, such that ~C given in below equation as a

combination of basis vectors ~a1 and ~a2, becomes edge of the cylinder.

C = n~a1 +m~a2 (3.3)

The diameter of carbon nanotubes obtained in this way is given as

D =
|C|
π

=

√
3

π
a
√
n2 + nm+m2 (3.4)

Depending on the values of n and m, we achieve following major types of CNTs.

[78].

1. (n,0) called as zigzag.

2. (m,m) called armchair.

3. (n,m) called as chiral.
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This classification is not only based on geometrical differences but also represents

different electrical properties of these nanotubes.

The underlying principle of electrical conduction in carbon nanotubes can be well

explained using a simple model based on graphene’s hexagonal lattice [79]. The

atoms of carbon arranged in a hexagonal manner are present in sp2 hybridisation

state. They form three sigma bonds which are coplanar and separated by 120◦.

These sigma bonds provide mechanical strength and stability to the lattice [80].

The last remaining electron forms an out of plane π bond. This π bond is a

delocalized electron cloud which largely dictates unique electronic properties of

the carbon nanotube and graphene sheets.

3.1.1 Carbon Nanotube production

Single sheet of graphene when rolled to form cylinder would produce what is called

as single-walled carbon nanotube (SWCNT). Depending on the process parame-

ters used in the production, it is possible to synthesize several such nanotubes

which are arranged concentrically. This configuration is called multi-walled car-

bon nanotubes(MWCNTs) [81].

There exist several methods for production of carbon nanotube, most notable are

chemical vapour deposition (CVD) [82, 83], laser ablation [84, 85] and arc dis-

charge [86, 87]. Ijima initially produced carbon nanotubes using DC arc-discharge

[71]. In this method, a target is hit with arc generated between two graphite

electrode, either metal doped or pure graphite electrodes can be used to produce

single or multiple walled carbon nanotubes. Arc discharge has been optimized over

the years to produce high-quality carbon nanotubes. Similar to arc discharge, the

laser has been used to knock off carbon atoms from a graphite target, and the

nanotubes formed are collected. Both of these methods offer moderate production

volumes. Chemical vapour deposition (CVD), utilises carbon precursors which are

then pyrolysed into atomic carbon. The pyrolysis is carried out in the presence

of carrier gases, typically over the hot surfaces. These hot surfaces often contain

a catalyst which serves as sites to capture and grow nanotubes. This technique

produces CNTs with high throughput but at the cost of purity. Figure 3.2 illus-

trates the three techniques. Table 3.1 further compares the relative advantages

and limitations of the three methods.

To be used as high purity semiconductor material in electronic devices, post pro-

cessing of CNTs after production is required. During production only 2/3rd of
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Figure 3.2: Figure demonstrating various methods of CNT production. (A)
Arc discharge. (B) Laser Ablation. (C) Chemical Vapour Deposition (CVD)

and (D) Sorting of different types of nanotubes.

Arc discharge Laser ablation Chemical vapor
deposition

Purity High High Low
Production control Low Medium High
Production cost Medium High Low
Throughput Medium Low High
Process Temperature High Low Medium

Table 3.1: Comparison of different techniques for CNT production.

synthesized CNTs are semiconducting, hence they need to be sorted to obtain

semiconducting CNTs. Moreover other carbonaceous particle impurities and the

metal which was used as catalyst exist in the as-synthesized material and must be

removed.

If CNTs are desired for conducting material then, having multi-walled CNTs

(MWCNTs) is a better choice, as they are mostly metallic and serve as a bet-

ter economic choice. MWCNTs have also been proposed as interconnect material

for silicon industry [88].

Currently, only a few commercial suppliers have hold of the separation techniques

to sort single and multi walled CNTs and they are well guarded with patents or

as trade secrets. Typical methods to sort CNTs involve gradient-based separation

techniques. For example, direct centrifugation of CNTs is used to separate them
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by diameter. Organic molecules which selectively wrap around semiconducting

CNTs have also been proposed for separation of CNTs [89]. Huge demand of high

purity CNTs has led to their extremely high cost. In fact, at the moment highly

purified semiconducting CNTs (99.9 %) are around 20,000 times more expensive

than gold, of comparable mass. However, it is important to mention that even

with such high costs they can be afforded in single use devices, thanks to their

high aspect ratio: a sub monolayer of percolating nanotube network is sufficient

for device fabrication.

3.1.2 Carbon Nanotube: Process integration

Carbon nanotubes, even with their impressive attributes are of little use if they

cannot be integrated into devices and technologies which could benefit from their

electrical and mechanical properties. The major application areas of CNTs are

listed below:

1. For enhancement of mechanical properties.

2. Use in the fabrication of physical or chemical sensors.

3. Use as an electronic material.

Each of these application areas have to deal with their own challenges. However,

few common problems for all of the use cases arise due to the agglomeration of

carbon nanotubes into bundles and hydrophobicity of carbon nanotubes [90, 91].

Carbon nanotubes are used as material filler in a polymer matrix to increase the

mechanical strength of the polymer [92]. For such application, the as-produced car-

bon nanotube powder should have low carbonaceous impurities. A homogeneous

distribution of carbon nanotubes in large industrial process is desired without use

of any additional chemical. However, homogeneous dispersion of CNTs without

the use of surfactant is a challenge. Despite this, their continuous use for im-

proving the mechanical strength of modified polymer matrix has been extensively

reported [93].

For electronic applications orderly positioned carbon nanotubes are a requirement.

However, as discussed above carbon nanotubes are produced in bulk, which means

they have to be processed before they can be integrated into devices. This is a

rather difficult task given the nano dimensions of individual CNTs. No reliable

method exists which can move individual nanotube from one location to another
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efficiently, especially at an industrial scale. Some attempts to solve this issue

include directly growing patterned carbon nanotube on the silicon substrate [94]

or preparing a highly aligned film of nanotubes [95]. Aligning carbon nanotubes

using dielectrophoresis has been carried out with some degree of success [96] but

is yet to be integrated successfully at commercial scale. Single carbon nanotubes

have been demonstrated in sensor or transistors, but the production is mostly

academic and for research purposes. It involves identification of single carbon

nanotubes using electron microscopes, and then patterning metal contacts using

e-beam lithography [97]. It is a very time-consuming process and is not scalable

for commercial electronic production where upto billions of transistor per chip

are usually required for state-of-art processors. Keeping these hurdles in view

probably the most suitable technology for easy integration of carbon nanotubes is

random CNT networks [98].

Carbon nanotubes are deposited with the random orientation to form intercon-

nected films on the carrier substrate [99]. It increases the fractal dimension of such

films from 1D to quasi 2D film. These films can be visualised as series and a parallel

combination of individual nanotubes. Such films offer optimum performance w.r.t

effort concerning technological requirements. As the density of carbon nanotubes

increases in these films, there is significant improvement in the reproducibility of

the films regarding electronic and physical characteristics [100].

For the preparation of such random nanotube network films, CNTs dispersed in

the liquid medium are most alluring. Solution based processes offers additional

advantages in device fabrication. For example, use of low-temperature processing

and a varied choice of substrate material [101]. Water-based dispersions further

reduce cost and hazards associated with use of toxic solvents. Thanks to solution

processable nature, roll-to-roll production is another significant advantage as it

considerably lowers the cost of device fabrication [102]. Thus in recent years

solution processed carbon nanotube devices has drawn significant attention of

researchers.

Surfactants such as sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) [103], carboxymethyl cellulose

(CMC) [104], or biomolecules such as deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) [105] have

been used for dispersing carbon nanotubes in the aqueous medium. Often this

dispersion is accompanied by sonication process which aids in separation of the

carbon nanotube bundles such that the dispersant can wrap around the individual

nanotubes [106]. When this mixture is centrifuged, separation of single nanotubes

from intact bundles takes place due to the density gradient. In this work, SDS
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Figure 3.3: (A) Typical MOS stack forming a capacitor, charge as well as
capacitance is a function of gate voltage. (B) Energy band diagram of MOS

capacitor.

around 0.5-1 wt% was mostly used as the dispersant. The formulation (ink) was

prepared for 90-95% semiconducting carbon nanotubes as well as multi-walled

carbon nanotubes which were primarily used for the electrodes.

3.2 Electrolyte gated field effect transistor: In-

troduction

Continuing our previous discussion about potentiometric sensors from chapter 2,

we will explore here in more detail the working principle of EGFET and sensors

based on such devices.

3.2.1 Metal oxide semiconductor capacitor

A typical metal oxide semiconductor (MOS) capacitor is shown in Figure 3.3 (since

’70s metal has been mostly replaced by doped polycrystalline silicon) [107]. In

simple terms, upon application of gate bias w.r.t substrate, the MOS capacitor

accumulates charge in gate metal-oxide interface, as well as at the semiconductor-

oxide interface. For such MOS capacitor, the potential profile looks like as shown

in Figure 3.3(B). In this capacitor both the oxide interfaces are sealed from any

chemical present in the environment. Hence, only the gate bias can modulate the

charge of this capacitor.
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This capacitor is at the heart of MOSFET. By controlling voltage across this

capacitor the charge carrier concentration in the semiconductor channel is mod-

ulated. This scheme results in a controllable conductance of the semiconductor

interface near the oxide. For state-of-the-art MOS devices, the channel conduc-

tance can be varied easily up to 5-8 orders of magnitude. For our discussion, it

is sufficient to assume that the transistor drain currents depends on the value of

MOS capacitor. This value of MOS capacitor, however, is determined at the time

of device fabrication and does not depend on the environmental conditions. For a

detailed description on working of MOS transistor, please refer to [107].

It is interesting to consider now, what would happen if instead of oxide we could

use an electrolyte, or if we could rearrange the functional parts of MOS transistor.

This consideration opens up an opportunity of interfacing environmental factors

with the transistor. In an attempt to do so, we must understand what happens

when an electrolyte is brought in contact with the metal surface and an electric

polarisation is applied. This will be discussed in detail in below sections.

3.2.2 Electric Double layer capacitor

Hermann von Helmholtz was first to propose a model for charge distribution at the

liquid metal interface [108]. He proposed that, similar to the metal capacitor where

all the charge resides at the interface, charged species in a liquid get accumulated at

the metal surface. The separation between metal and the proposed charged layer

was determined by the radius of the ions present in the liquid. The capacitance

of such system is given by equation 3.5

CH =
εε0
d

(3.5)

ε being the dielectric constant of space separating the charge layers, and d is the

radius of ion present in solution. Later Gouy and Chapman improved this model.

They proposed that unlike metal, charge layer in solution is diffused. If total

potential between metal and solution be φ0. Then the differential capacitance is

given by equation 3.6 [1].

CGC =
(2z2e2εε0n

0

kT

)1/2

cosh
(zeφ0

2kT

)
(3.6)

It can be observed easily that this capacitance, is a function of total number of

ions present in the solution, as well as φ0 viz. the applied potential across the
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Figure 3.4: Potential profiles through the diffuse layer as predicted by the
Gouy–Chapman model. Electrolyte concentration is 10−2M in aqueous solution

of a 1:1 electrolyte at 25oC. (adapted from [1]).

capacitor. In a typical capacitor the electric field in the insulator is constant, and

thus the potential profile is linear. Such is not the case for the electrolyte double

layer capacitor. Figure 3.4 shows the potential distribution in diffused layer of

double layer capacitor with increase in applied bias.

Similarly 3.5 shows the effect of increasing electrolyte concentration. Hence upon

increasing the applied bias as well as the salt concentration, effectively almost all

the potential drop happens within few nanometers from the interface. This has a

significant effect on the sensors which rely on surface charge detection.

Stern further enhanced this model; he observed that beyond a specific distance

ions could not move closer to metal surface due to their physical size [109]. Thus

total capacitance can be expressed as series of two capacitances; a Helmholtz

capacitance (CH) given by equation 3.5 and Gouy-Chapman capacitance (CGC)

given as equation 3.6. Thus total double layer capacitance Cdl is given by

1

Cdl
=

1

CH
+

1

CGC
(3.7)
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Figure 3.5: Potential profiles through the diffuse layer in the Gouy–Chapman
model. Calculated for φ0 = 0.5V in an aqueous solution of a 1:1 electrolyte at

25oC. (adapted from [1]).

One of the critical parameters that must be taken into account is Debye length

(λd) [110]. Debye length is defined as

λd =

√
εε0kT

2n0z2e2
. (3.8)

It is regarded as the approximate distance from the surface within which the

charged particle contributes to the potential at the surface. In a strict sense the

effect decays exponentially, and it is only 67% of the total distance. Nevertheless

it serves as an excellent measure to check if any charged molecule positioned at

a certain distance from the surface can contribute to the potential change or not.

The value of double layer capacitor is dependent on multiple parameters. Thus it

is essential to maintain all other parameters constant except the primary analyte

if such a system is used for sensing of the analyte. In later sections, we will see

the impact of ionic concentration on the sensor performance.
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Figure 3.6: (A) Schematic of an electrolyte gated FET (EGFET), (B) cross
section of EGFET, with applied bias the double layer capacitors accumulate

charge at the interfaces.

Figure 3.7: Transistor Characteristics of an EGFET (A) Transfer Curve, (B)
Output Curve.

3.2.3 Electrolyte gated transistor: Working principle

Combining the facts regarding, the existence of capacitor at the metal-electrolyte

interface and the use of a capacitor to control the conductivity of semiconducting

channel, it becomes possible to envision architecture of electrolyte-gated transistor.

Figure 3.6(A) shows a typical schematic of electrolyte-gated transistor used in this

thesis. A striking difference with the conventional MOS transistor is the absence of

any insulator material protecting the semiconductor. EGFETs with and without

an insulating layer have been demonstrated, and in general, the same theory is

applicable in both cases [111, 112]. Two double layer capacitors are formed when

the gate terminal is polarised w.r.t source electrode. As shown in Figure 3.6(B),

the electrolyte maintains the net neutrality. When the external applied voltages

i.e. the gate to source voltage and drain to source voltage are varied, we can

capture the transistor characteristics as shown in Figure 3.7.

To eliminate the impact of applied polarisation on double layer capacitance, we

must use high ion concentration. Figure 3.8 shows the dependence of double layer
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Figure 3.8: Variation in electrolyte gate capacitance with ion concentration
and applied bias. (adapted from [1])

capacitance on the applied bias and electrolyte concentration [1]. It can be noted

that as ionic strength increases the double layer capacitor becomes independent of

applied bias and can be approximated equal to Helmholtz capacitor. If one wishes

to see the effect of variation in ionic strength, then electrolyte with low ionic

strength must be used. The Helmholtz capacitor can be analogously compared to

oxide capacitor of traditional MOSFET.

As the electrolyte is in direct contact with the metal surface, and practically

no surface is ideally polarizable there always looms an issue of faradic processes

occurring at the interfaces. To keep such faradic processes at bay, and satisfying

the requirement of gate current to be at least few order of magnitude lower than

drain current, only a small gate bias window is available. A similar restriction

is applicable to the drain bias w.r.t source [113]. Due to this limitation often

the well-known saturation regime in the MOS transistor output characteristic is

sparsely visible for EGFETs.

Due to the chemical inertness of carbon nanotubes [114], an aqueous electrolyte

solution can be used successfully for gating EG-CNTFETs. However, the polarisa-

tion window in this case is limited to ±0.8V . Using electrolytes which offer wider

potential window, it is possible to obtain higher drain currents and also observe

saturation effects [115]. Figure 3.9 shows the transfer characteristics of the same

transistor, characterised using different electrolytes. Figure 3.9(A) shows transfer

curves measured with de-ionised water as electrolyte. The gate voltage is swept

from +0.8V to -0.8V w.r.t source. The same device, when gated with the ionic
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Figure 3.9: Transistor Characteristics comparison with different electrolytes
(A) DI-water, (B) Ionic Liquid.

liquid, (1-Butyl-3-methylimidazolium hexafluorophosphate) which consist of bulky

anion and cation allows a wider gate potential window. The effect on maximum

on current is evident (Figure 3.9(B)) and there is one order of magnitude increase

in the drain current when the gate voltage is swept from +0.8V to -1.5V w.r.t

source.

The work presented in this thesis aims towards the development of biosensors using

electrolyte gated transistor, and since virtually all relevant biological analytes are

present in aqueous media, all the following results presented in this work were

obtained using water-based electrolytes unless mentioned otherwise.

Assuming capacitors at the gate and channel are represented as Cgate and Cchannel

respectively, the fraction of total external applied bias VGS available across Cchannel

can be defined as

VG,channel = VGS

( Cgate
Cchannel + Cgate

)
(3.9)

It is noteworthy that, this is not the only configuration available for electrolyte

gated transistors. A non-polarizable electrode that maintains standard potential

at all the applied biases is also often used [116]. In case of a non-polarizable

electrode, the fraction of gate bias available across the semiconductor-electrolyte

interface, is equal to external bias plus the constant offset of the non-polarizable

electrode. It is interesting to note that in the latter case, as the gate electrode

becomes independent of capacitive effects, there is no effect of gate surface area.

This opens up an exciting opportunity for miniaturising the gate electrode as long
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Figure 3.10: Simulation of single CNTFET using [2],(A) transfer, (B) output
characteristics.

it maintains constant potential drop. In the context of aqueous solutions, Ag/AgCl

electrodes are widely used as gate electrode [117].

Carbon nanotube is a hollow cylinder, thus, the classical MOSFET theory of

operation cannot be directly applied to CNTFETs. Various researchers have pro-

posed different models with details on topics such as quantum capacitance, ballistic

transport, gate coupling, etc. [118, 119]. Overall, a well accepted notion is that

the drain current is controlled by gate bias in an EGFET in the same manner

as in traditional MOSFETs. As mentioned earlier the saturation region is barely

visible in electrolyte gated CNTFETs due to small gate bias available to limit

faradic processes; however, this is not the only reason. It has been proposed that

due to non-idealities of CNTFETs the ideal saturation region deviates from theo-

retical prediction [120]. Several models have been developed to describe a carbon

nanotube transistor. Most of the models describing a single carbon nanotube tran-

sistor with a solid dielectric are updated versions of the models used to describe

conventional MOSFET. Figure 3.10 shows the device characteristics of a CNTFET

simulated using a model proposed by C S Lee et.al. [2].

To model a CNTFET comprising of random carbon nanotube network, one can

assume that it is made up of several individual single nanotube CNTFETs ar-

ranged in series and parallel configuration. In this case, one may safely assume

that such a CNTFET would produce semantically similar response as a single

nanotube transistor. Using a simpler model random carbon nanotube network

has been simulated [121]. This lays the foundation for sensors based on electrolyte

gated CNTFETs and provides a framework to understand sensor response and

parameters to optimise the same.
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Figure 3.11: Profiles of charge, electric field and potential distribution
throughout the gate of an EGFET.

With background covered on the functioning of an electrolyte-gated transistor, let

us focus on principles to utilise them as sensors and also analyse the merit they

offer compared to other sensors.

3.2.4 EGFET as sensors

Bergveld (1970) [11] and Matsuo et al. (1971) [122] independently proposed the

idea of ion selective field effect transistor. Similar to an EGFET they observed

that the transistor exhibited response towards varying pH. This, later on, gave

rise to a whole new class of biosensors, i.e. chemFETs [123].

To begin with, we examine Figure 3.11 which depicts the charge, electric field and

potential profiles at different interfaces of a multi layered cross-section system.

The membrane shown in Figure 3.11 is a semi-permeable membrane permeable to

a specific ion such as H+.

Comparing this cross-section with the EGFET cross section shown in Figure

3.6(B), it can be noted that only difference is at the membrane insulator interface

[123]. It is well known from electrochemistry that any semi-permeable membrane

will generate a potential difference based on the activity of the ion present in the

two phases, known as Nernst potential (equation 2.6). As this potential term is
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in series with externally applied gate potential, it can be included in the gate bias

term of the MOSFET equation, which leads to [123].

ID =
µCoW

L
VD(VG − V ∗T −

VD
2

+ πref +
RT

ziF
lnai2) (3.10)

It is clear from the above equation that ID depends on activity “a” of analyte in

the same way as in a classical electrode given by Nernst equation. However now

we have additional multiplying factor µCoW
L

. If the externally applied voltages

VGS and VDS are kept constant then the current ID becomes the function of ion

activity. According to equation 3.10, the voltage term RT
ziF

appears at the interface.

Thus this presents an opportunity for two interfaces viz. at the gate electrode-

electrolyte or semiconducting channel-electrolyte to be functionalized with ion

selective membrane. Similar to ion selective electrode it is important to have

stable electrode potentials. Due to exposure to unknown chemicals the surface

may be contaminated, this necessitates calibration to be performed frequently to

obtain reliable results. The term πref refers to standard electrode potential and is

susceptible to drift over time, thus for long term measurements proper care must

be taken to avoid significant drift of standard potential.

The gold metal electrode has frequently been used for bio-sensing applications

as a pseudo-reference electrode. Thanks to its inert properties it has served the

purpose well. However, it has not yet been proven if indeed this pseudo-reference

electrode can ever replace standard reference electrode for analytical purposes in

sensors based on transistors. Clever use of polymer organic materials are also

being explored as a reference electrode [124]. In addition, functionalization to

achieve stable reference potential which could work without internal solution over

the course of measurement period are also proposed [125].

3.3 Carbon Nanotube Transistor fabrication

In the present work, the main workhorse was electrolyte gated transistor. Several

options for device fabrication were explored. In the coming sections, we will briefly

examine methods applicable to different steps of transistor fabrication.
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3.3.1 Electrode preparation

In a simple field effect transistor, three conducting areas are needed, viz. source,

drain, gate. Such an arrangement in a typical electrolyte gated transistor is shown

in Figure 3.6. The space between source and drain forms the channel of the

transistor and is defined by the channel length, and channel width. A typical

requirement for source and drain electrodes is of low contact resistance between

the contact pads and semiconductor in the channel. This can be controlled using

a material having similar work function as that of semiconductor used. Several

materials have been proposed such as gold (Au), palladium (Pd) including others

[126, 127]. However due to bio-incompatibility, several of the proposed materials

disqualify from being used for the biosensors.

Gold, in this view, turns out to be most promising material, with low contact

resistance to carbon nanotubes and its bio-compatible nature [128]. Metallic and

multi-walled carbon nanotube offer an excellent alternative with an advantage

of better workfunction match to semiconducting carbon nanotubes, and further

lowering the overall cost of the biosensor [3]. In following sections, we will go

through the commonly used process used in the present work.

3.3.1.1 Lift-off

Patterning of photoresist is a critical step in electronic device fabrication [129]. The

lift-off process to pattern the resists is illustrated in Figure 3.12(A). The major ad-

vantage of this process is that there is no contact between uncured photoresist and

electrode material. This is highly beneficial in case of carbon nanotube electrodes,

as removal of uncured resist from nanotubes is difficult. However good adhesion

is required as lift-off solvent might remove the electrodes during the process.

3.3.1.2 Etching

The process flow of etching which is another method for photoresists patterning

is depicted in Figure 3.12(B). Similar to lift-off, the photoresist is patterned using

photon flux and masks. However it differs from the previous process in that, the

electrode material layer is covered underneath the resist. This layer of photoresist

protects the desired electrode pattern, and the remaining unprotected metal film

is etched away using chemical processes, or physical etching such as reactive ion
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Figure 3.12: A stepwise illustration of (A)Lift-off process, (B) Etching process.

etching or plasma ashing. After this step, the patterned photoresist is removed,

and the desired electrode pattern is obtained [130].

3.3.1.3 Stencil lithography

This method uses a stencil with desired openings, directly placed over the sub-

strate where electrode pattern is required [131]. Using mechanical methods and

support, the stencil and substrate are held together. Finally the electrode mate-

rial is deposited using techniques like chemical evaporation, sputtering or spray

deposition. A general scheme is depicted in Figure 3.13.

A comparison of strength and weakness of each electrode deposition method is

presented in table 3.2.

3.3.2 Active layer deposition

Carbon nanotubes dispersed in aqueous media with semiconducting percent rang-

ing from 90% to 99% are used in present work as semiconducting channel. For

maximum uniformity, spray deposition was used. Figure 3.13 shows typical spray

setup used in the thesis. Stencils were used to deposit random carbon nanotube

network selectively [132]. Details of composition used in different sensors will be

presented in later chapters.
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Lift-off Etching Stencil lithography
Pros

• No photoresist
residue left on
the electrode.

• No adhesion of
particles.

• Physical etching
for high aspect
ratio.

• No need of pho-
toresist.

• Reusable sten-
cils makes it
very economical
and fast.

Cons

• Chances of par-
ticles sticking
to the substrate
during the
process.

• carbon nan-
otube network
forms an inter-
connected layer
and gets peeled
during lift-off

• Difficult to etch
away thick car-
bon nanotube
film used for
electrodes.

• Corrosive chemi-
cal are involved.

• Features below
few µm are hard
to achieve.

• Isolated struc-
tures can’t be
fabricated with
single stencil
mask.

Table 3.2: Comparison of different techniques for electrode fabrication.

3.4 Functionalization schemes for bio-molecules

As prepared electrolyte gated transistor is non-selective towards any specific biomolecule.

In fact, it shows sensitivity towards various different parameters, for instance ionic

concentration, the charge of biomolecule, pH, temperature, bio-molecule adsorp-

tion and possibly many more parameters. To utilize it as a sensor for a particular

analyte, the EGFET has to be functionalised with specific receptors or selective

layers which allow only target molecule to generate a sensor response [133]. Based

on this principle, three methods for bio-functionalisation were utilised in this work.

3.4.1 Enzyme Immobilization

Enzymes are macromolecules and play a role of catalyst in biological reactions.

They offer very high specificity for only one type of substrate. The word “sub-

strate” in such biochemical reactions is usually used to denote the reactant. The
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Figure 3.13: Carbon nanotube film patterning using stencil and spray depo-
sition technique.

first reported biosensor were enzymatic sensors to indicate the level of oxygen

[134]. Field effect transistor based sensors mainly use enzymes for selectivity and

are called as enzyme FETs or ENFETs [135]. Usually, the analyte of interest

that is to be quantified is the substrate of the biochemical reaction, catalysed by

the enzyme. Enzymes convert substrate to reaction product which can be sensed

directly by the ENFET. While measurement, the solution containing analyte is

placed on ENFET while the enzymes are immobilised on the sensor surface. Var-

ious methods are used to immobilize the enzyme onto the sensor.

Enzyme activity is defined as the moles of substrate converted per unit time

(mol sec−1) and is measured in katal [136]. However, enzyme unit U = µmol min−1

is in more frequent practice. A high activity of enzyme leads to fast sensor re-

sponse. High enzyme activity also indicates a longer shelf life, as a robust enzyme

in general tends to survive the harsher environment. Hence while working with

enzyme-coupled reaction, one must pay attention to the enzyme activity before

reading out the response, so that the result is inferred correctly. We will discuss

three primary techniques for enzyme immobilisation.
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3.4.1.1 Physical Adsorption

This immobilization technique relies on weak van der walls bonds to attach en-

zymes on the sensor surface. It involves sensor to be incubated in a solution

containing desired enzyme, to allow the physical bonds formation. Loss of several

unbound enzyme molecules is the most significant disadvantage of this method.

As no chemical modification is required, enzyme activity as close to the native

value in biological environment can be expected [137].

3.4.1.2 Covalent Immobilisation

An alternate strategy for enzyme immobilisation is to covalently bound the enzyme

on the sensor surface. Using the help of chemical functional groups like carboxylic

acid, amines or thiols present in the enzymes covalent bonds can be formed with

appropriate chemical moieties on the sensor surface. Although there are additional

steps in the sensor fabrication to achieve covalent immobilisation of enzyme, but it

is a more stable immobilisation technique when compared to physical adsorption.

There are multiple sites in enzyme at which the covalent bond can be formed.

Thus it often becomes practically impossible to choose the perfect site for bond

formation. In some unfortunate case the immobilisation can also lead to blocking

of the active catalytic site of the enzyme. It is also possible that the enzyme is

bound at multiple sites on the surface and hence is not able to catalyze the main

biological reaction. In such situations, usually a spacer molecule is used to provide

enough space and possibility of conformational change to occur [138].

3.4.1.3 Entrapment

Mixing enzymes into inert polymer matrix was one of the earliest used methods

for enzyme immobilisation. Typically enzyme of interest is mixed with an inert

matrix such as chitosan [139] among others. However, there exists no universal

substrate which would be ideal for every enzyme. Some of the points that must

be kept in consideration for enzyme entrapment are as follows:

• The encapsulating membrane should be permeable to the substrate, and

product of the biological reaction.
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• It should also allow the enzyme to perform conformational change during

the reaction and should not deteriorate the enzyme activity.

• The encapsulating membrane should bind the enzyme such that the enzyme

remains bounded even upon changing the analyte solution.

All the above points influence the shelf life and number of times the sensor can be

used reliably. This enzyme immobilisation strategy suffers from diffusion dynamics

of the reactants and products, in the enzyme binding membrane.

3.4.2 Ion selective membrane functionalization

Sensors for ions are another class of biosensor which focus on either single elemen-

tal ions or small ionic molecules. These ions play a vital role not just in biological

systems but also in environmental, agriculture and industrial processes. The hy-

drogen ion sensor also known as pH sensor, was the earliest ion sensor fabricated.

It depends on selective glass membrane which allows only H+ ions to move across

liquid/glass interface. Thus as discussed in chapter 2, Nernst potential becomes

an indicator for hydrogen ion concentration. This laid foundation for other ion

based sensor and the quest started to find membranes which could selectively allow

specific ions to cross interface. Some naturally occurring molecules which show

selectivity for ions, known as ionophores [140] are incorporated into ion sensors.

Similar to enzyme entrapment ionophores are trapped in the membrane composed

of the polymer matrix. To allow diffusion of ions through this matrix plasticiser

is used. The final physical state of the membrane can range from semi-solid to

liquid membranes [141, 142]. A typical membrane composition is ∼ 60 − 67%

plasticizer, ∼ 30−33% polymer, ∼ 2−3% ionophore, and some additional lipophilic

salts. Typically an organic solvent is used to make a liquid solution containing all

the components and referred to as “cocktail”. This solution is then ready to be

applied on sensor surface. Once the organic solvent evaporates, an ion selective

membrane is formed. Considering the IUPAC definition ion sensors constructed

in this manner, may not be classified as sensors if the ionophores used to capture

ions are not involved in a biochemical process.
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3.4.3 Immunosensor immobilization

As discussed in chapter 2, specific binding of antigen to antibody causes a change

in refractive index at the interface. Refractive index is directly related to the

dielectric constant of material as κ = n2, κ is the dielectric constant and n is the

refractive index. Alternatively, it could be modelled as, modulation in capacitance

term in relation governing ID, drain current of the transistor [143]. This is not the

only mechanism scientific community has attributed to immunoFET. It has been

proposed that charge alteration at the electrolyte-semiconductor due to antigen-

antibody interaction can be the major factor and is sensed with the field effect

device [144]. However, it has been suggested that charge alteration mechanism is

doubtful, and cannot be used to explain the sensor response due to lack of ideal

polarizable interfaces and the interface charge transfer resistance could very well

dominate the overall sensor response [145]. Nevertheless, several immunosensors

has been demonstrated even if no single mechanism is attributed clearly to their

functioning. The functionalization is usually carried out by immobilising antigens

on the semiconducting channel (with or without insulator), or on the gate surface.

Similar to enzymes, physical adsorption, as well as a covalent bond can be utilised

to immobilise the proteins. Once a uniform film of antigens is formed the sensor

is virtually ready to be used.





Chapter 4

Nanomaterial based devices and

applications

4.1 Metal-free Electrolyte Gated CNTFET

Single-use sensors offer the highest level of hygiene and do not suffer from cross-

contamination. It is important to keep the device cost low enough to justify

single-use sensor [146]. A key to achieving this goal is using economical processes

and low-cost materials. One of the key costs involved in the realisation of the

biosensor is the metal deposition for electrode fabrication. The process itself is

time-consuming and requires sophisticated instrumentation. The additional cost is

incurred due to the noble metal being used for fabrication of the sensors [147]. To

access the feasibility of fully solution processed sensor, electrolyte gated transistor

manufactured completely with carbon nanotube were investigated. Carbon nan-

otube based on their chirality are found in metallic, or semiconducting in nature.

Thanks to their superior current carrying capacity multi-walled carbon nanotubes

have also been proposed as interconnect material in silicon technology. Aiming

at economical fabrication processes, spray deposition system was utilized. Direct

spraying of nanomaterial onto the substrate simplified the process to a two-step

process.

4.1.1 Material and Methods

For the fabrication of such metal free all carbon electrolyte gated transistor, the

multi walled CNTs were used as electrode material. Using sodium dodecyl sulfate

47
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(SDS) as the surfactant [148], aqueous dispersion containing 1 wt% SDS, and 0.1

wt% multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) (obtained from Hanwha Chemi-

cal, CM-250) was prepared. To obtain a stable and homogeneous ink, sonication

at an average power of 170W for a total of 25 min was performed. This ink was

further centrifuged, and only top 80% of supernatant was used.

To pattern the electrodes, lift-off process is used. To get rid of any remaining

photoresist after development and to increase the adhesion of carbon nanotubes,

oxygen plasma followed by treatment with 3-Aminopropyl triethoxy silane was

done. MWCNT was then deposited using spray coating technique. Spray nozzle

(Nordson EFD, USA), mounted on an automated motion platform [149] was used

to spray the MWCNT dispersion on the patterned photoresist. It was followed by

lift-off in acetone. Thus carbon nanotube electrodes on flexible substrates were

obtained. As at this stage surfactant is still present on the carbon nanotubes,

the samples were treated with deionised water to dissolve away SDS. 15-30 mins

water treatment was found optimum for higher yield, as with prolonged treatment

time thick films of MWCNT would de-laminate from the substrate. However once

treated and annealed, the adhesion was much stronger.

For these devices, 99.9% semiconducting carbon nanotubes were used for transistor

channel. As received carbon nanotube dispersion (NanoIntegris) was centrifuged

at 15000 rpm for 90 mins and again only top 80% of supernatant was used. This

was done to remove any possible bigger bundles. On the substrate with MWCNT

electrode, using stencil masks, semiconducting CNTs were sprayed. However this

time the density of nanotubes was much less. Proprietary chemicals were used by

the manufacturer, to disperse the CNTs. However similar treatment with deionised

water recommended by the supplier was used to dissolve the dispersant.

At this moment it is worthwhile to mention that for the patterning of electrodes,

etching was also attempted. It left a visible mark of ashed carbon on the substrate.

Thus it was not pursued further. Also, the electrical conductivity of such prepared

electrodes was less. Similar issues occurred with stencil lithography. Due to longer

times required to spray the electrodes, the sharp edges were smeared upon accu-

mulation of sprayed drops along the stencil. This led to a low yield of the devices.

However upcoming techniques of the drop-on-demand process such as ink jet print-

ing, and aerosol printing may very well alleviate the issue. Figure 4.1 shows the

difference in the nanotube density for MWCNT electrode and the semiconducting

channel.

These electrodes were positioned as shown in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.1: Scanning electron microscope images for the carbon nanotube
films. (A) Semiconducting film, (B) MWCNT film used for electrodes, adapted

from [3].

Figure 4.2: Design of metal-free fully carbon nanotube electrolyte gated tran-
sistor.

All the electrodes were on the same plane and liquid electrolyte covers the gate and

the channel simultaneously. This architecture is different from typical MOSFET

where the gate is positioned geometrically on a plane parallel to semiconducting

channel separated by an insulator. However thanks to the double layer formation

at the channel and gate electrode, the gate can be placed anywhere in the volume

containing the electrolyte. With the benefit of precision in gate dimension, this

architecture is most efficient. Figure 4.3 shows typical transfer and output curves

measured for metal free complete carbon CNTFET. The channel length of this

particular device was 300µm and channel width was 700µm. The typical drain
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Figure 4.3: Electrical characteristics of all carbon nanotube field effect tran-
sistor. (A) Output characteristics, (B) transfer characteristics measured at

VDS = −0.2V , adapted from [3].

current on-off ratio was 2.6 orders of magnitude.

4.1.2 Contact resistance

Choice of electrode material, as mentioned earlier plays a dominant role in deter-

mining the economic feasibility of biosensors. However, replacing known materials

in favour of economic gain should not harm the device performance. To gain

insight, comparison of MWCNT electrodes with gold electrodes was also done.

Contact resistance provides an excellent measure to determine the suitability of

electrode material used. Transfer length method, first proposed by Shockley [150],

was used to extract the contact resistance between the electrode and semiconduct-

ing channel [3]. The electrodes were patterned and deposited around semiconduct-

ing material at unequal spacing as shown in Figure 4.4(A).

The total resistance measured between any two consecutive electrode contacts can

be given as

RT = 2RC +
RshLch
W

(4.1)

Here RC is the contact resistance at the contact, Rsh is the sheet resistance of the

semiconducting channel separating the electrodes with Lch as the separation and

W as the width of the electrodes. Assuming contact resistance is always same at

each electrode-semiconductor interface, if we plot the total resistance as a function

of channel length we obtain plot shown in Figure 4.4(B). The y-intercept of the
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Figure 4.4: (A) Test structure for measuring contact resistance and transfer
length propsed by W. Shockley. (B) Extraction of transfer length and contact

resistance from linear plot of RT vs d.[4].

linear plot gives the total contact resistance 2RC . For large electrodes, we can

approximate RC as below [4].

RC = RshLT/W (4.2)

and contact length given by

LT =

√
ρC
Rsh

(4.3)

Using above relations, it becomes possible to derive ρC from the measured data.

Figure 4.5 shows the measurement data of total resistance for electrodes fabricated

from MWCNT and gold. The total resistance graph shows that MWCNT elec-

trodes have much lower contact resistance with semiconduting CNTs as compared

to gold electrodes.

A fair comparison between contact resistance for the different materials, using

this method, is possible only when sheet resistance of the semiconduting channel

in both cases is comparable. Random carbon nanotube network pose a challenge

in this regard, as each device has different percolation path, leading to variation

in sheet resistance.
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of total resistance for CNT and gold electrodes in
TLM structure.

Figure 4.6: Comparison of total resistance with devices having same sheet
resistance of semiconducting film (A) CNT electrode, (B) gold electrode.

Parameters RC ρC Rsh LT
All CNTFET 28.2KΩ 0.237 Ω− cm2 3.05 MΩ 2.8 µm
Au CNTFET 156KΩ 5.42 Ω− cm2 3.3 MΩ 11.5 µm

Table 4.1: Data extracted from TLM measurement of an all CNTFET device
and a gold contact CNTFET.

Figure 4.6 shows measurement results for two devices which similar sheet resistance

values, 3.05MΩ for the MWCNT electrode, and 3.3MΩ for the gold electrode. The

data extracted from TLM study is shown in Table 4.1.
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4.2 Impact of device geometry on electrolyte gated

CNTFET

EGFETs are very attractive devices due to their low operational voltages, thanks

to the very high double layer capacitance present at electrolyte-semiconductor

and electrolyte-gate interface [151]. It makes them a promising candidate with

low power consumption. Sensors based on these devices can operate with less

power budget, enabling a long battery life. Thus it is essential to understand the

impact of the device architecture on its performance. Comparing transistor with

simple two terminal devices, one obvious observation is the requirement of a third

terminal. This not only adds to the burden of extra electronic circuitry for sensor

reader, but it also occupies an extra space. In the spirit of optimising the sensor

layout impact of the gate size on transistor performance is conducted.

The total capacitance at the electrolyte-metal interface is directly proportional

to its area. If the fraction of potential available at the semiconductor-electrolyte

interface is defined as VG,channel and the external gate bias applied is VGS, then

VG,channel is given by the equation 4.4

VG,channel = VGS

( Cgate
Cchannel + Cgate

)
(4.4)

This assumes a series connection of the two electrolyte double layer capacitors and

an infinite series resistance, such that no steady state leakage current flows into

the gate terminal. Using Helmholtz capacitance at the interface (assuming high

applied bias and high salt concentration), the Cdl can be approximated as

Cdl =
εε0A

d
(4.5)

using the above equation and rearranging the equation 4.4, we obtain

VG,channel = VGS

(
1

1 + Achannel

Agate

)
(4.6)

Here Achannel and Agate represent areas for Cchannel and, Cgate respectively. This

gives us design parameter to tune the transistor such that most of the external ap-

plied gate bias gets is seen across semiconductor-electrolyte interface. To quantify
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Figure 4.7: Analysis of the variation in transistor properties with gate elec-
trode area. (A) Illustration of the device geometry to test the impact of gate
area. Percentage change in (B) maximum drain current, (C) on-off ratio and

(D) maximum transconductance.

this effect, an experiment is designed such that a single transistor can be gated

with gates of different geometrical areas. Figure 4.7(A) shows the illustration of

such device.

The gate electrodes are arranged around the semiconducting channel such that

their geometrical centre is equidistant from the geometrical centre of the channel.

This is done to eliminate any effect of varying distance between the gate and

channel, as the electrolyte with finite conductivity can influence the charging time

of capacitor.

For this study, the gate electrodes and metal contacts for source and drain were

fabricated using lift-off process. 5nm of chromium (Cr) was physically deposited

followed by 50 nm of gold (Au) on a polyimide substrate. The channel dimensions

were 60 µm as channel length and 3000 µm as channel width. After lift-off the

resulting device was further encapsulated using positive photoresist (AZ5214),

exposing only gate electrodes. This step is necessary to eliminate any parasitic

contribution of contact pads which come in contact with the electrolyte. Transistor
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channel comprised of 90% semiconducting carbon nanotube random network and

deposited using spray coating method. The different gate:channel areas used in

this study were 1:6, 1:1, 2:1, 4:1 and 6:1.

Due to random nature of the semiconducting channel, each device produced is

different in terms of channel conductivity. To compare all the devices, percentage

changes are calculated relative to device having, AGate:Achannel as 1:6. Figures

4.7 (B), (C) and (D) show the impact of the change in gate area on three major

transistor properties namely maximum drain current, on-off ratio and maximum

transconductance respectively. As the fraction of external gate voltage available

across semiconductor-electrolyte interface increases the transistor performance in-

creases. It implies that having a larger gate area would increase the device per-

formance but at a price of a larger device.

However, in the above example, only the surface area was increased. Thus next

step was to keep the geometrical area fixed but rather increase the effective surface

area. This was achieved using random MWCNT film as the gate electrode. This

study was performed both with and without an underlying gold electrode. Figure

4.8 (A) shows the layout of a device for testing gates with the same geometrical

area but different surface areas by having MWCNT on top of them. Figure 4.8

(B) shows the impact of this different architectures on transistor transfer curves.

A gate electrode entirely made of MWCNT network has the low current compared

to gold gate of same geometrical area. This can be attributed to the increase in

RC time constant of the gate capacitor due to increase in resistance. The gate

electrode made up of the MWCNTs with underlying gold layer has the maximum

current as expected. Thus, we observe that to achieve higher gate current, this

strategy demands one additional step after lithography and increases the effort in

sensor fabrication. Thus, in favour of ease of fabrication, this technique to increase

the gate surface area was not used in sensor studies.

4.3 Carbon nanotube based impedance electrodes

4.3.1 Biocompatibility

One of the simple sensors produced, are used in measuring the impedance of cell

culture. This sensor is ideally a pair of electrodes measuring the impedance at

a given frequency and voltage level, similar to a conductance sensor. In various
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(A)
(B)

Figure 4.8: (A) Device architecture to test the impact of carbon nanotube as
gate material on the electrolyte gated CNTFET characteristics. (B) Transfer

characteristics of same device measured with different gates.

situations, it is of importance to monitor the cell culture behaviour and observe

the cellular parameters such as total cell count, the speed at which the cells are

growing and dividing. Furthermore, drugs that are designed to alter the cell growth

require that these parameters are monitored continuously. In the past expensive

noble metals were mainly used for this purpose. However, later a technique called

electrode cell impedance spectroscopy (ECIS) was investigated and proposed to

study the effect of cell growth on electrodes by recording the electrical impedance

of these electrodes [152, 153].

Noble metals such as gold are utilised in ECIS studies due to their chemical in-

ertness and biocompatibility [154]. Novel materials such as carbon nanotube and

graphene also show chemical inertness in aqueous media and are potential can-

didates for fabrication of electrodes for ECIS [155, 156]. Hence, a study was

conducted for their biocompatibility. Using L929 mouse fibroblasts and human

umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVEC), biocompatibility and viability tests were

performed. Single-walled carbon nanotubes with one-third tubes as metallic and

rest as semiconducting tubes showed similar cell propagation speeds as that of the

unmodified substrate [5]. The sheet resistance of the SWCNT film was around

8kΩ�.

Figure 4.9 (A) shows the surface morphology of the SWCNT film measured us-

ing atomic force microscope. The intertwined carbon nanotube network forms a

dense film. Thus at these densities of CNTs, homogeneous electronic and physical

properties are present allowing miniaturisation of the device without changing the
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Figure 4.9: (A) AFM image of CNT film. (B) Drop of DI-H2O used for
contact angle measurements, adapted from [5].

film characteristics. To check the wetting property of the film, contact angle mea-

surement were carried out and the average of 5 such measurements gave contact

angle of 69.5 ◦. Figure 4.9 (B) shows a drop of deionised water for contact angle

measurement on the surface of the SWNCT film.

4.3.2 Integration with 3D printing

3D printing technology is currently one of the most trending technology. Accord-

ing to Gartner Inc., a research and advisory firm, 3D printing technology is poised

to change business models of several organisations [157]. Among the several ad-

vantages of 3D printing, possibly the most exciting one is the ability of produce

custom parts. Researchers and engineers have tried to print even biological tissues

and cells [158, 159]. On this knowledge, one can envision the integration of 3D

printing with nanomaterials for biological applications like biosensor development

or even complex systems are artificial tissues. To test this idea, a successful at-

tempt was made to integrate 3D printing with carbon nanotube technology to

produce impedance electrodes for monitoring of cell culture. In the preliminary

step, the substrate was printed using a semitransparent filament. Once thickness

of a few millimetres was achieved, 3D printing process was kept on hold. In the

next step, SWCNTs were sprayed using a shadow mask on the printed substrate,

and finally 3D printing was again continued.

Figure 4.10 (A) shows the four-well ECIS plate prepared using this technique.

This plate was used to monitor the impedance of bakers yeast cell culture. Dry

baker yeast was mixed with glucose solution and transferred to the wells of the
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Figure 4.10: MWCNT film electrodes for impedance measurement of cell
culture on 3D printed substrate. (A) 3D printed wells for cell culture. (B)

Recorded impedance as bakers yeast proliferates.

(A)

(B)

Figure 4.11: Possible architectures with fully cnt and hybrid electrodes. (A)
Concept to test cell motility, (B) Hybrid electrode design to lower electrode

impedance.

as-prepared ECIS test plate. Figure 4.10 (B) shows the increase in impedance as

the cell-growth starts. These ECIS plates used for impedance monitoring can also

be used to study the healing dynamics of cell culture [160]. To gather information

about healing speed of cell culture, wounds were created mechanically, and the

recovery was monitored. A high voltage pulse of 1 volts applied for 1 second

caused a decrease in the measured impedance due to creation of wounds. Electrical

impedance starts to grow after the wounding step. This encourages the use of

carbon nanotube as an electrode material for fabrication of ECIS plate.

Figure 4.11 (A) shows the schematic where carbon electrodes are patterned in an

array to be used for impedance measurement. Compared to metal film, CNT film

has much higher electrical resistance. Measure small changes in cell impedance,
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(A) (B)

Figure 4.12: Optical images of L929 cell cultures on (A) gold electrode and
(B) random carbon nanotube film electrode

can pose an issue as the percentage change in total impedance might be smaller

than the resolution of measuring equipment. To tackle this problem a hybrid

electrode is proposed. Figure 4.11 (B) shows the electrodes made from two different

nanomaterials. Majority of the electrode consists of high conductivity material

such as silver nanowires, and only the area exposed to cell culture is made from

biocompatible carbon nanotubes.

Optical measurements are frequently used in biological research. CNT based elec-

trodes offer superior imaging capability over gold electrodes. Figure 4.12 compares

L929 cell cultures on gold and CNT electrodes (Images are provided by ibidi GmbH

on the electrodes prepared in the present work).

4.4 Extended gate electrolyte-gated CNTFET

Bringing carbon nanotubes directly in contact with the ions present in electrolyte

has an intriguing effect. For example, change in the chemical bonds at the CNT

surface is a primary reason for the pH response of CNT based electrolyte gated

transistor [161, 162]. Such sensors require intimate contact of carbon nanotubes

with the test sample. Change in resistance of carbon nanotube when brought into

contact with test sample constitutes a simple chemiresistor. This is the major

underlying principle for gas sensors [163, 164]. In case of biosensors built on the

same principle, the test sample is replaced by a liquid [163]. In such cases, it
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difficult to decide the main reason for the change in sensor response. Following

are some potential contributing factors:

1. A chemical reaction between semiconductor and test sample [163].

2. Change in the double layer capacitance at either the gate electrode or the

semiconducting surface [143].

3. Change in surface potential due to the presence of bound charged species

such as protein or DNA.

It is entirely possible that change due to one factor dominates or even cancels

out the contribution due to other factors. In such situations, the sensor would

be non-responsive. To remedy this issue, either the semiconductor should be

tested in a controlled environment for example by using buffer solutions which

maintains the ionic strength and keeps the ion composition constant, or some form

of encapsulation must be provided to avoid direct contact with the semiconductor

such as insulating oxides [11] or ion selective membranes [12].

To illustrate this effect a carbon nanotube transistor is measured in an electrolyte

composed of various concentrations of NaCl prepared in deionised water. As pre-

dicted by electrolyte double layer theory, as the ion concentration increases the

capacitance at the interface should increase. This should lead to an increase in

the absolute value of drain current when same bias levels are applied. Contrary

to the expectations, the measured currents are as shown in Figure 4.15 (A), the

drain current instead decreases. In fact, as shown in Figure 4.13 this is due to

increase in resistance of the CNT film with increase in ion concentration of the

electrolyte. Thus the two effects, i.e. increase in the double layer capacitance and

the decrease in conductivity of CNT film counteract each other. For eliminating

such situations, a different architecture is tested.

4.4.1 Extended gate transistor

Figure 4.14 (A) presents a different device architecture. Here the gate electrode is

coupled with a second pair of electrodes. Two separate zones are now available for

the electrolyte. The pair consisting of semiconductor and electrode is similar to

usual electrolyte gated transistor. The additional second pair of electrodes forms

the so-called extended gate. Effectively it is equivalent to placing two double layer

capacitor in series with the gate of the transistor.
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Figure 4.13: Variation in the resistance of CNT channel with varying ionic
concentration of electrolyte (NaCl) and fixed applied bias.

Figure 4.14: Extended gate architecture to eliminate issue of reaction with
CNTFET. (A) Device architecture, (B) Schematic representation of equivalent

electric circuit.

Figure 4.14 (B) shows the equivalent circuit diagram for the presented design.

This design provides the advantage of keeping constant electrolyte composition

over the semiconducting channel. This benefit comes at the cost of a greater area

required for the sensor, extra material usage for electrode fabrication as well as

complicated design to contain two separate electrolyte zones. It does, however,

help in observing, the anticipated increase in drain current due to increase in ion

concentration.

Figure 4.15 (B) presents the same transistor used in measurement of Figure 4.15

(A) but now measured in extended gate configuration. Deionized water is used as

the electrolyte for the transistor. Electrolyte over the extended gate is exchanged

after a constant time interval, from low concentration to higher and back to low
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(A)

(B)

Figure 4.15: (A) Online measurement of transistor drain current at constant
drain and gate bias. (B) Online drain current measurement of same device
with extended gate design. Bias are same in both cases (VDS = −0.2V , VGS =

−0.8V )

ion concentration. A distinct change in the transistor response is visible. Now

on increasing the ion concentration the drain current increases. This is in agree-

ment with the fact that double layer capacitance increases with increase in ion

concentration of the electrolyte.



Chapter 5

Electrolyte gated CNTFET

biosensor

In the previous chapters, we discussed several aspects of electrolyte-gated CNT-

FETs. Theoretical background on biosensors and different aspects of EGFETs in

biosensors were also presented. In this chapter we discuss in detail the working

principle and analyze the results for several different types of biosensors. Differ-

ent functionalisation schemes were used to attain biosensors for neurotransmitter,

sugar molecules, ion and DNA sensing.

5.1 Selective ion sensors

Ions constitute an essential class of chemical species found in the biological system.

They play an essential role in various bioprocesses such as stabilising DNA [165],

carrying action potential in neurons [166], muscle control [167] and participate in

various cell functions [168]. Other than their role as biological entities they also

play a major role in several varied systems for example in food processing industry,

where ion concentration can be a marker of the attainment of certain processing

stage [169]. Change in the ionic levels can have a tremendous ecological impact.

For example acidification, an increase in H+ ion concentration in the ocean may

lead to decay of marine life [170]. Ions such as phosphate and nitrate leaching away

from farms into water bodies cause an imbalance in aquatic life [171]. Thus the

significant interest in developing systems capable of monitoring ions is justifiable.

63
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Figure 5.1: Movement of ions across a K+ ion selective membrane. Val stands
for Valinomycin, ionophore for such a membrane.

Cremer around 1906 recorded the potential difference in acid and base when sep-

arated by glass membrane [172]. Later in the 1930s when Arnold Beckman was

asked to make a device capable of measuring the acidity of orange juice, he in fact,

made the device based on glass membrane [173]. This enabled pH measurement

in the field as the device developed was portable. Since then various dopants for

glass have been developed to provide a better pH meter. However, the core sensor

remains the same. Later, George Eisenman’s group developed glass membranes

for sodium and potassium sensor [174]. This, however could not be generalised to

other ions successfully. Building on the same principle of glass membranes which

would allow selective migration of ions, sensors based on polymeric membranes

infused with ionophores were developed [175]. These ionophores could selectively

allow movement of the target ions from solution into the membrane phase. Figure

5.1 shows the functioning of such a membrane.

Ion sensors have grown from modest pH sensor developed in the early 1900s to

automated blood gas analysers [176] capable of detecting significant ions in blood

samples in a matter of minutes. Introduction of ion selective field effect transistors

(ISFET) in the 1970s marked a new phase in the progress towards development

of ion sensors. Site binding model was investigated to explain the new ion sensors

viz. ISFETs [177]. In its initial years, ISFETs were thought to be capable of

working even without a reference electrode. This was later corrected and the

reference electrode was reintroduced [178]. Until now the requirement of reference
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Figure 5.2: Potential distribution across a ion-selective membrane.

Figure 5.3: Cross-section of an ion-selective field effect transistor.

electrode has hampered the miniaturisation of ion sensors. Ion sensors derive

their strength from potentiometric techniques. As illustrated in equation 2.6, any

membrane capable of allowing only one ion to exchange with the solution is capable

of producing a Nernst potential.

Figure 5.2 shows the potential distribution across an ion-selective membrane. This

analogy is not directly applicable to carbon nanotube transistor based sensors, as

there is no internal electrolyte solution present. Figure 5.3 presents the cross-

section of a ion selective sensor based on electrolyte gated CNTFET.
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One remarkable point regarding this sensor is the absence of any internal fill-

ing solution. This enables a compact sensor. Such solid state ion sensor fall

into the category of coated wire electrode (CWE). These sensors were initially

produced with a metallic wire coated with ion-selective membrane [179]. Such

sensors suffered from high drift. The reason was attributed to charge built up at

the metal-membrane interface. To overcome this issue and facilitate ion to elec-

tron transduction, electronically conducting polymers were introduced [180]. As

they had high redox capacitance the stability of solid-state electrodes increased.

Carbon nanotubes were also used as the ion to electron transducer [181]. However,

in the case of carbon nanotube redox reaction is not possible. Instead a high dou-

ble layer capacitance was attributed for the stability of these sensors. Electrolyte

gated CNTFETs thus when coated with ion-selective membrane can be used as

ion sensors. If the ionic strength of solution and applied gate bias are high then

the double layer capacitor is constant as shown in Figure 3.8. Thus the fraction of

gate bias across the double layer capacitor at semiconductor-membrane interface

becomes function of primary ion concentration in the test sample.

Several ion sensors were developed in the present work to extend the use of CNT-

FET sensor platform. All sensors were developed on flexible polyimide substrates.

As mentioned in chapter 3, electrolyte gated CNTFET offer two interfaces for

functionalisation namely the gate and the channel. Also, it was noted in chap-

ter 4 that undesirable change in conductance happens when carbon nanotubes

are directly interfaced with different electrolyte solutions. Thus to encapsulate

the carbon nanotubes, and use their high double layer capacitance polymeric ion-

selective membranes were used on the semiconducting channel. These membranes

were based on polyvinyl chloride (PVC) inert matrix.

The ion selective membranes can be broken down into four main components.

• Ionophore to selectively bind to ion of interest.

• Plasticiser to allow mobility for ions.

• Lipophillic Salt to reduce the resistivity of membrane

• An inert matrix to provide structural support for membrane.

The ionophore is probably the most critical component of the ion selective mem-

brane. The ionophore largely determines the selectivity of the ion sensor. Natu-

rally occurring ionophore valinomycin was first tried out to fabricate ion-selective
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Figure 5.4: (A) Valinomycin molecule, (B) Valinomycin and K+ complex.

membranes. Valinomycin in nature is responsible for transport of potassium ion

[182]. It is a neutral molecule in itself. Figure 5.4 (A) shows its structure, thanks

to its unique size it offers a more stable complex for potassium ion compared to

its hydration shell. This complexing phenomenon helps in capturing potassium

a hydrophilic ion to be transported from aqueous media to a hydrophobic envi-

ronment [183]. Figure 5.4 (B) shows valinomycin forming a stable complex with

potassium ion.

This idea sparked a quest to search for suitable ion capturing molecules for several

different ions of interest. Until now either naturally occurring molecules have been

identified or synthetic molecules have been synthesised to cover a broad range of

cations [184]. Anions, however, pose a challenge. For example, phosphate ion

sensor is still not widely available despite its wide importance and need in the

agricultural sector.

Selectivity of ionophores is not ideal, and in fact, ionophore show cross-sensitivity

towards interfering ions [185]. Multiple ion sensors systems could be used to in-

crease confidence in the reported sensor value. The selected ionophore is entrapped

in an inert polymer matrix to provide mechanical support. The matrix should,

however, allow for conformal change and movement of ionophore. To achieve this

plasticity, aptly named chemicals called as plasticisers are used [186]. Thus if only

these three components were to be used, it would form a reasonably insulating

membrane due to lack of any charge carriers within the membrane. This causes

a high output impedance and would require even higher input impedance meter.

Adding ionic salt directly to the membrane, however, is also not a solution, as

those ions would move to more favourable aqueous medium. To counteract this
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problem, lipophilic ions were introduced [187]. They maintain the conductivity of

the membranes while preserving its ion selective properties. Optimizations regard-

ing the ratio and choice of these components is almost always needed according

to the application requirements. Sensor properties such as response time, usable

lifetime of the sensor, need for calibration, sensitivity and application area are the

main factors to be taken into account while optimising the membrane composition.

As of now, it remains more of an art to find the optimum membrane composition.

Table 5.1: Composition of ion selective membrane

Ion Ionophore PVC Plasticizer Lipophilic
Salt

K+ Valinomycin 2.8% 31.6% 64.0% DOS 1.6%
NaTFPB

H+ TDDA 1% 33.2% 65.2% DOS 0.6%
KTPB

Na+ Na ionophore X 0.8% 30.2% 68.8% o-NPOE 0.2% KT-
ClPB

Mg2+ Mg ionophore I 0.8% 33.6% 65% o-NPOE 0.6mg KT-
ClPB

NH4+ Nonactin 1.8% 36.8% 60.6% DOS 0.8%
NaTFPB

PO2−
4 PO2−

4 Ionophore 1.9% 32% 65.6% o-NPOE 0.5%
NaTFPB

Table 5.1 shows the composition of different ion selective membranes used in the

present work. Apart from phosphate membrane, all other membrane solutions were

prepared by the group of Prof. Agata Michalska, Faculty of Chemistry, University

of Warsaw. 100 mg of these membrane compositions were dissolved in 1 ml of tetra

hydrofuran (THF). Once the so-called cocktail was prepared, the sensor surface

is cleaned with dry nitrogen. To remove any curvature present in the polyimide

substrate, the sensor is temporarily stuck on a flat surface using adhesive tape.

Approximately 20 µl of the cocktail solution is drop casted on the semiconductor

channel, and the sample is left to dry. Once THF evaporates the boundaries of the

polymeric ion-selective membrane are covered with PVC dissolved in THF. This

is done to seal the membrane-substrate interface towards moisture penetration.

Similarly, all the exposed electrodes are encapsulated using PVC film to avoid any

mix potentials. Even with these precautions in the current scheme, it was observed

that the membrane would sometimes delaminate, allowing electrolyte to come into

direct contact with the semiconducting channel. This results in sensor failure.
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Hence a more robust mechanical design would benefit the long-term stability of

the sensors. The thickness of the overall membranes obtained was around 80 µm.

To characterize the developed sensors test solutions containing different target

ion concentrations are prepared. To eliminate the influence of ionic strength,

background salts are used to match the ionic conductivity of all the test solutions.

Figure 5.5 to 5.7 show the online measurements of the sensors developed. Tradi-

tionally ISFETs were characterised by measuring threshold shift when operated in

saturation regime [188]. This was done mostly to compare ISFET with traditional

ion-selective electrodes. However, this is not a necessity and with modern elec-

tronics direct drain current can be easily read out at a fixed applied gate and drain

bias. Transfer curves are obtained by sweeping the gate bias. As every measuring

device needs some settling time the exact sweep rates cannot be guaranteed for

all range of drain current measured. This necessitates for large sweep delays to be

applied for controlling the sweep rate before progressing to next bias level. This

increases the time to record transfer curves. Additionally, the transfer curve is an

ambiguous measurement. Hysteresis is usually present in the transistor and causes

the threshold voltage to be slightly different for different sweep directions. This

presents a dilemma as to which threshold value should be used. Keeping these

factors in perspective, it is easier to use drain current recorded at fixed bias levels

as a measure of sensor response.

As discussed, table 5.1 presents the composition of different ion selective mem-

branes. After drying of solvent from the ion selective membrane, they are condi-

tioned in 1mM of primary ion concentration typically for 8-10 hours. As shown

in Figure 5.5 to 5.6 when the concentration of primary cations increases, the net

potential available across the Cdl (Figure 3.8) decreases. This decrease in the

available bias causes a decrease in the magnitude of drain current. If the similar

sensor is used for sensing anions, such as phosphate ions or nitrate ions, the avail-

able potential bias across the Cdl increases with increasing ion concentration. This

consequently increases the drain current with increasing primary anion concentra-

tion. Figure 5.7 show the response of phosphate and nitrate sensor respectively

and they are in accordance with the above understanding.
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(A)

(B)

(C)

Figure 5.5: Ion-selective sensor response measured in MgCl2 background for
constant conductivity. Bias for measurement are VDS = -0.8V and VGS = -
0.8V. Real time measurement for (A) Na+ sensor in NaCl, (B) NH4

+ sensor in
NH4Cl, (C) K+ sensor in KCl.
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Figure 5.6: Ion-selective Mg2+ sensor measured in MgCl2 with NaCl back-
ground for constant conductivity. Bias for measurement are VDS = -0.8V and

VGS = -0.8V.

(A)

(B)

Figure 5.7: Anionic ion-selective (A) NO3− sensor measured in KNO3 with
KCl background for constant conductivity. (B) PO42− sensor measured in
H2PO4

− with H2SO4 background for constant conductivity. Bias for measure-
ment are VDS = -0.8V and VGS = -0.8V.
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Figure 5.8: Classification of enzymes based on their functions.

5.2 Enzyme based biosensors

Enzymes are biocatalysts responsible for catalysis of almost all the biochemical

reactions occurring the living organisms. Figure 5.8 shows their classification based

on their function. The use of enzymes in electrochemical biosensor stems from the

need to convert neutral species into electroactive components. Oxidoreductase is

the most widely used major class of enzymes for such conversions. The design

process for enzyme-based sensors starts with a chemical analysis of the substance

which needs to be quantified. If the chemical entity of interest can participate in a

reaction catalysed by enzyme and results in an electroactive compound, it becomes

possible to design an enzymatic sensor. Typically either the chemical of interest

is directly oxidised or reduced, and the product is sensed using potentiometric

or amperometric methods. For example, using urease urea can be broken down

into ammonium ions, and they can be quantified using ammonium ion sensors

[189]. Similarly, if the product of a reaction is acid or base, it can change the pH

of solution causing a change in conductivity of semiconducting carbon nanotube

channel [190]. Hydrogen peroxide is known to oxidise carbon nanotubes and hence

change their conductivity [18]. A significant fraction of oxidoreductase enzymes

produces hydrogen peroxide. Thus these enzyme-mediated reactions can be used

for sensor development.
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Figure 5.9: Acetylcholine hydrolysis by enzyme acetylcholinesterase (AchE).

5.2.1 Acetylcholine biosensor

Acetylcholine is an important neurotransmitter found in central and peripheral

nervous system. In the central nervous system, it acts as ion channel gating agent

allowing ion channels to open. In the peripheral nervous system, acetylcholine

is involved in the muscle movement. The release of acetylcholine in the synaptic

cleft formed by the neuron-muscle interface causes sodium ion channels located

on the surface of muscle cells to open up and results in muscle contraction [191].

Acetylcholinesterase is an enzyme responsible for removing acetylcholine from the

synaptic cleft [192]. If the enzyme fails to remove acetylcholine, it can result

in muscle spasm and could become fatal. Several toxins produced naturally by

organisms or artificially synthesised work on this principle and inhibit the activity

of acetylcholinesterase [193].

The reaction catalysed by enzyme acetylcholinesterase breaks acetylcholine into

acetic acid and choline. Figure 5.9 shows the reaction path for conversion of acetyl-

choline into acetic acid and choline. Biosensor capable of sensing these byproducts

could be useful in the determination of acetylcholine itself or to assess enzymatic

activity of acetylcholinesterase(AchE). Towards this aim, the electrolyte-gated

CNTFET was designed to test the presence of byproducts and later was used

to check the enzyme activity of AchE.

An electrolyte gated CNTFET was fabricated on a polyimide substrate [6]. To

fabricate the device lift-off process was used to pattern the Cr/Au electrodes. The

channel length of the transistor was 50 µm and channel aspect ratio as 900. The

semiconducting channel between source and drain was formed by random car-

bon nanotube network deposited using spray deposition. Sodium dodecyl sulfate

(SDS) was used to disperse carbon nanotubes in the aqueous media. After spray

deposition, the as-fabricated transistors were placed in around 50 ml of DI water

to allow SDS to desorb from the CNT film.
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Figure 5.10: Functionalization scheme for acetylcholine enzymatic sensor.

5.2.1.1 Sensor functionalisation

A self-assembled monolayer is a uniform layer of molecules formed by a sponta-

neous chemical reaction on the target surface. It relies on the virtue of chemical

properties of the participating surface and the layer forming molecules. Carefully

chosen molecules and target surfaces can form a highly ordered layer [194]. The

chemical bond between gold and sulfur is a strong bond and is often used to func-

tionalise the gold surface with organic compounds [195]. Mercaptopropionic acid

(MPA) was used to form a functional layer over the gate electrode. A ethanol

and water solution having water : ethanol ratio as 25:75 was used to prepare

a 70 mM MPA solution. On the freshly prepared gate surface, this functionali-

sation solution was drop casted. The samples with MPA were left overnight to

form the self-assembled monolayer. The samples were then rinsed with the same

ethanol-water solution [6].

EDC/NHS chemistry is a well known method to immobilize enzymes and other

amine containing molecules on carboxyl terminated surfaces [196]. It was used to

attach AchE to the carboxyl terminated MPA SAM layer present on the gate elec-

trode. 30 µl of 30mM EDC is mixed with 30 µl of 30mM NHS and is drop cased on

gate electrode. This activates the carboxylic group of MPA. Enzyme solution con-

taining 2mg/ml of acetylcholinesterase was prepared in phosphate buffered saline
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Figure 5.11: AFM image showing morphological changes before and after
functionalisation of the gold gate. [6]

Figure 5.12: Transfer (A) before and (B) after functionalisation of the gold
gate surface.

(PBS). After washing the activated gold surface with PBS, the enzyme solution

was dropped onto the gate electrode and was incubated at room temperature for

12 hours. The samples were finally washed with PBS buffer and stored at 4 degrees

until further use. Figure 5.10 shows the functionalisation scheme along with the

device architecture. Figure 5.11 shows the AFM image to indicate morphological

changes of the gold gate surface before and after functionalisation.

As a standard procedure, the sensors were verified for their electrical functional-

ity. Both before functionalisation and after functionalisation transfer curve were

recorded. As anticipated the drain current drops due to the reduction in the gate

capacitance after to the formation of a self-assembled monolayer. Figure 5.12

shows the transfer characteristics of the same device before and after functional-

isation. For electrical characterisation, 1mM PBS buffer solution was used as an

electrolyte. A custom made PDMS chamber is used to contain the electrolyte.
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Figure 5.13: (A) Transfer curves for different acetylcholine concentrations.
(B) Calculating the sensitivity of sensor using linear fit of the maximum current.

Different test solutions with varying concentrations of acetylcholine were prepared;

the concentration of solutions range from a lowest concentration of 1 pM to high-

est concentration of 1 mM. 1mM phosphate buffered saline was used as an elec-

trolyte and buffering agent for sensor characterisation. The sensor response to-

wards acetylcholine is measured by recording transfer characteristics; gate bias is

swept from 0.8V to -0.8V w.r.t source, while the drain bias is fixed at -0.2V w.r.t

source. These transfer curves were measured three times for each concentration.

Figure 5.13 (A) shows the response of the sensor; each transfer curve plotted is

average of three measurements at a given concentration. The drain current in-

creased with increase in the acetylcholine concentration. For a given sensor, the

sensitivity is defined as the slope of the drain current measured at gate voltage

-0.8V vs the acetylcholine concentration. For the sensor data shown in figure 1, it

is obtained as 5.7 uA/decade, as shown in Figure 5.13 (B). It should be noted that

this is the response of a particular sensor. Due to random nature of percolating

carbon nanotube network, each produced sensor may have different sensitivity. In

this configuration, before using the sensor, it is essential to perform calibration.

Online measurement is also carried out by keeping the applied bias constant at VGS

= -0.8V and VDS = -0.2V. Figure 5.14 (A) shows the sensor’s online measurement

for a different acetylcholine sensor then that presented in Figure 5.13. Here again,

the minimum concentration tested was 1 pM, and acetylcholine concentration was

increased until the final concentration reached 1mM. To analyse the selectivity of

sensors, two different possible interfering neurotransmitters are tested. Glycine

and serine are two small molecules which have been shown to attach to the carbon

nanotubes [197]. Such interference is most likely to be present in the real sample.

To test the viability of the sensor in the presence of these interfering substances,
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Figure 5.14: (A) Real-time response of the sensor from a = 1 pM to j = 1 mM
concentration range. (B) Selectivity tests for sensor in the presence of varying

concentrations of serine and glycine.

test solutions containing different amounts of glycine and serine are prepared.

Table 5.2 shows the composition of these test solutions. The corresponding sensor

response is presented in figure 5.14 (B). The sensor shows a higher response due

to varying primary analyte than the variation of interfering molecules.

Table 5.2: Composition of solutions used for selectivity tests (refer to Figure
5.14)

Individual Concentrations of species (µM)
Solution Serine Glycine Acetylcholine

a 0.2 20 50
b 2 20 50
c 20 20 50
d 20 0.2 50
e 20 2 50
f 20 20 50
g 20 20 5
h 20 20 50
i 20 20 100

Thanks to their nano dimensions and flexible mechanical properties carbon nan-

otube allow mechanical bending without significant impact to their electrical prop-

erties. This is unlike some bulk crystalline material which deteriorates upon me-

chanical bending [198]. To test the mechanical properties of the acetylcholine

sensors, the sensors were bent to near 90 degrees at a bending radius of 1.7 mm.

For the test, the sensor was clamped on one end on a stationary block and on

another on a moving block. After every 60 iterations of bending and relaxing, the

sensor was measured with 10 nM acetylcholine solution. Figure 5.15 shows the
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Figure 5.15: Mechanical bending tests performed on acetylcholine sensor.

drain current variation with the number of bending cycles as well as the transfer

characteristics of the device.

5.2.1.2 Application in pesticide detection

The proposed acetylcholine sensor is based on the breakdown of acetylcholine catal-

ysed by enzyme AchE. As mentioned earlier, excess acetylcholine in the synaptic

cleft disrupts muscle activity and breathing. Some of the organophosphates that

are actively used in fields indirectly may result in excess acetylcholine when hu-

mans or animals are exposed to them. These organophosphates inhibit the enzyme

acetylcholinesterase thus leading to a build-up of acetylcholine in the synaptic cleft

resulting in a life-threatening situation. Enzyme activity can be monitored by mea-

suring sensor response at a fixed substrate concentration. If the enzyme activity

remains same, the same amount of substrate will be consumed in a fixed time pe-

riod. Therefore the sensor is expected to produce the same response. Based on this

understanding, two different concentrations of malathion were prepared in 1mM

PBS solution. 5mg/ml and 2mg/ml of malathion test solutions are tested. As a

baseline measurement, a sensor is tested with 1nM acetylcholine solution. Then

the sensor is exposed to malathion solution for 5 minutes followed by PBS wash

and again measured with the 1 nM acetylcholine test solution. Measurement are

repeated every 5 minutes alternating between incubation of sensor in malathion

and then characterising in 1 nM acetylcholine. The response of sensor decreases

due to degradation in enzyme activity. Figure 5.16 shows the transfer curves

recorded at every 5 minute interval. Inhibition of the enzyme activity is defined

as equation 5.1; the sensor response decreases up to 80% within 20 minutes.
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Figure 5.16: Enzyme inhibition study in presence of two different concentra-
tions of malathion. Transfer curves for increasing incubation time when the
sensor was exposed to (A) 5 mg malathion and (C) 2 mg malathion solutions
in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). Inhibition % of enzyme activity when the
sensor was exposed (B) 5 mg malathion and (D) 2 mg malathion solutions in

PBS.

Inhibition% =
(IDS,Control − IDS)

IDS,Control
∗ 100 (5.1)

Similarly, at a lower concentration of malathion at 2mg/ml of up to 40% reduction

in sensor response is visible.

This method was further tested with strawberries purchased from local store.

Strawberry juice and tap water samples were spiked with 1.35 mg of malathion for

1 ml of solution. Sensor response in these test solutions is shown in Figure 5.17.

Thus a systematic decrease in sensor response can signal be used to identify the

presence of malathion in food products or water samples.
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Figure 5.17: Real sample analysis for enzyme inhibition. Transfer curves
for increasing incubation time when the sensor was exposed to (A) 1.35 mg
malathion in 1 ml tap water and (C) 1.35 mg malathion mixed in 1 mL straw-

berry pulp.

5.2.2 Glucose and Lactate biosensor

Almost 300 million people test their blood glucose every day using a handheld

device, yet it is still only a tiny fraction of estimated 1 billion people suffering

from blood sugar problems. Bringing down the cost of test equipment and the

material is one of the key areas to expand the blood glucose monitoring devices.

Measuring glucose in the blood is however not the only use case for glucose sensors.

Bioreactors, food processing units and agricultural sectors also require glucose

sensors. The glucose meters available in the market are mostly tailored towards

blood glucose monitoring. Sensors sensitive to low concentrations are valuable.

Lactate is another biomolecule playing an essential role in muscle movement. Thus

it is typically used in the fields of sports monitoring. The level of lactate increases

from a few mM in rest state to tens of mM during muscle workout. Its buildup

causes acidification of muscle tissue and might lead to tissue break down. Another

health related applications for monitoring lactate include diagnosis for liver and
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Figure 5.18: Functionalization scheme for glucose and lactate sensor.

renal failure, during child birth. Lactate tests are also used for diary, fish and

fruits. All the above mentioned use cases warrant a need for affordable lactate

sensor.

Building upon the suitability of electrolyte gated CNTFET sensors based on en-

zyme mediated biosensor, glucose and lactate sensors were investigated. Scheme to

functionalise enzyme on the sensor surface is as shown in figure 5.18. Dicarboxylic

acid is used to anchor enzyme onto polyimide substrate. For fabrication of the

transistor usual lift-off process was used for patterning electrodes with transistor

channel length as 50 µm, and channel width/length ratio as 900. 5nm of Cr as

adhesion promoter followed by 40 nm of Au is used as the electrode metal. 90%

semiconducting carbon nanotubes were spray deposited to form the semiconduct-

ing channel. Glutaric acid is used as linker molecule between nitrogen group of

polyimide and amine group on enzymes. Mixture containing 30 mg of EDC with

20 mg of NHS in 10 ml MES buffer along with 10 mg of glutaric acid mixed with

100 µl of enzyme solution is dropped onto the channel area. Same concentrations

of reagents were used to functionalize glucose as well as lactate sensor. After wait-

ing until the solvent evaporates the samples are washed with MES buffer. At this

point the sensors are ready to be tested.

Chemical reactions mediated by the enzymes glucose oxidase and lactate oxidase

are given in equation below.

β-D–glucose + O2
GOx−−→ D–glucono–δ-lactone + H2O2

L– lactate + O2
LOx−−→ pyruvate + H2O2

As the byproduct for both sensors is hydrogen peroxide. We assume that produc-

tion of hydrogen peroxide is responsible for the change in conductance of carbon

nanotubes thus resulting in increase in drain current. However, change in pH has

also been suggested as a possible cause of sensor response, it however seems to
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Figure 5.19: Real time measurement of (A) lactate and (B) glucose sensor.
Adapted from [7].

be less likely as the test solutions are all in PBS buffer and the sensor showed

response even in very low concentrations like in range of pico molar. Any change

in pH at this concentration is more likely to be buffered. Drain current recorded

at bias voltages of VGS = -0.8V and VDS = -0.2V is plotted against concentration

of the analytes glucose and lactate. The results are presented in Figure 5.19.

5.3 Non Enzymatic biosensor

5.3.1 Dopamine biosensor

Neurotransmitters play a vital role in well being of humans. They are mainly

responsible for information exchange at the synapse between the neurons. Neuro-

transmitters, however, are not confined to the brain. Several glands and organs

produce them in the body. For example, a class of neurotransmitters called cate-

cholamines are produced in adrenal glands [199]. A mechanism called blood brain

barrier is believed to prohibit an exchange of molecules in the cerebral fluid with

blood. Therefore testing blood neurotransmitter level might not reflect the amount

of neurotransmitter present in the brain [200]. Nevertheless the neurotransmitters

are indeed found in blood and are tested for various pathological conditions. The

diagnose adrenal gland tumour is probably one of the leading examples of such

tests.

Dopamine levels in blood or urine sample are determined using mass liquid chro-

matography coupled with a mass spectrometer. High levels in urine correspond to

around 120 pM/L. The cost of equipment is so high that having it as a point of
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Figure 5.20: Functionalization of polyimide surface for dopamine detection.

care diagnostic device is not conceivable at the current state of technology. Sim-

ilarly, the price per test is also high at around 50 USD. These costs limit their

use especially in developing nations or at remote locations. Therefore, electrolyte

gated transistor based sensor is developed to test the feasibility of such devices for

small biomolecules like dopamine.

The hypothesis for obtaining sensing behaviour is based on the change in the

surface charge [201]. If a charged molecule is bound to the semiconductor sur-

face, field effect is attributed to change in conductivity of nanotube. Molecules

from catechol family, such as dopamine consist of two hydroxyl (-OH) groups. To

capture them cyclic phenylboronic acid has been demonstrated as a good choice

[202]. This is favourable as upon binding with dopamine it forms a dipole with

the negatively charged site at boron. These features made it possible to verify

if electrolyte gated carbon nanotubes can be used for sensing of these molecules.

The lift-off process is used to pattern Cr/Au electrodes on the polyimide sub-

strate. The channel length of devices used is 50 µm and the channel width as

80 µm. 90% semiconducting nanotubes are spray deposited using stencil mask.

Polyimide surface is functionalised with the help of EDC. CPBA and EDC in 1:1

ratio is drop casted on the channel region and incubated at room temperature for

2 hours. After functionalisation, the samples are rinsed using PBS. Figure shows

the functionalization scheme and dopamine binding to form boronic aster.

The as-prepared devices were tested by recording output and transfer charac-

teristics. Keithley 4200 semiconductor characterisation system was used for all

the electrical measurements. Different dopamine concentrations were prepared
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Figure 5.21: (A) Transfer curves for different concentrations of dopamine. (B)
Maximum current vs concentration of dopamine.

in 1mM PBS buffer solution which was strong enough to maintain pH at 7.3 ±
0.1 while measurements. Solutions with different concentrations of dopamine are

tested with increasing concentration from 10fM up to 10 nM. This range is de-

termined while keeping urine dopamine levels in mind. Concentrations more than

120 pM is considered high and is an indication of a possible case tumour. It is

important to note that in between measurements, the sensors were not regenerated

to free the already bound binding sites. For the present work, as the drain current

increases with increase in concentration, it may be safe to assume that mechanism

behind this change is the charge of the boronic ester. Figure 5.21 (A) shows the

transfer curves recorded at different concentrations of dopamine. Figure 5.21 (B)

shows the maximum drain current and associated error bars at each measured

concentration.

5.3.2 DNA biosensor

Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) biosensor offers unique advantages compared to any

other biosensor. This speciality stems from the presence of DNA in every self-

reproducing cellular organism. Every organism has a unique DNA and therefore

can be used to identify them unambiguously. Sensors based on DNA can detect

the presence of a pathogen in agricultural products, water bodies or their spread

among animal and human population. It can also be used for identification of

a genetic mutation which causes several disorders such as cancer, cystic fibrosis,

phenylketonuria among many others. DNA is a polymer built using only four bases

namely adenine, thymine, cytosine, and guanine. They can occur in any sequence

in DNA of arbitrary length. A single sequence of these base pairs constitutes
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what is known as single-stranded DNA (ssDNA). However, nature has evolved the

mechanism of storing DNA as two complementary strands bound together with

hydrogen bonds formed between adenine and thymine also known as A-T pair

and cytosine and guanine or G-C pair. This unique property is the basis of all

self-replicating life forms on earth. These base pairs are negatively charged thus

imparting a total negative charge to the whole DNA.

There is significant interest in determining the sequence of base pairs of unknown

DNA. Cost of this sequencing was more than 500 million USD in 2000. Today a

similar sequencing of the human genome sequence is well under 5000 USD. DNA

sequencing is most useful in identification of mutations in individuals. The second

use case is to recognise the presence of a known DNA sequence. Typically this is

done for diagnostic purposes [203].

To identify the presence of a particular DNA sequence, sensor surface is function-

alised using a complementary ssDNA capture probe. If the other complementary

half of the DNA would exist in the test sample, it would hybridise with the cap-

ture probe. Sensors based on this principle are subject of study in current work.

DNA sensors based on sensing the charge modification due to DNA hybridisation

at the surface of semiconductor have been reported by several groups [204]. DNA

also has been shown to bind to carbon nanotubes directly altering their electronic

properties [205]. Carbon nanotubes are sensitive to several environmental factors,

and hence it is better if the sensitive semiconductor is not interfaced with the test

sample where multiple phenomena can occur. DNA is also known to move in the

presence of electric field [206]. Reports suggesting screening of DNA by electrolyte

typically do not consider the effect of DNA movement with applied bias. Thus

negatively charged DNA would repel away from the negatively biased electrode.

Keeping this in perspective, the extended gate architecture introduced in chapter

4 can be used for fabrication of DNA sensor.

Thanks to the separation of electrolyte surrounding the semiconducting channel,

there is no chance of DNA coming in contact with carbon nanotubes. Another

advantage lies in polarity of the electrode that can be functionalised to capture

the target ssDNA. Figure 5.22 (A) shows the extended gate CNTFET with cap-

ture probe on one of the electrodes. The direction of the electric field inside the

functionalised electrode is such that it can attract DNA towards itself thus offer-

ing a chance to bring the DNA within the Debye length of the electrolyte. DNA

sensors designed with extended gate transistor were tested with sequence given as

ATTAGGAACCTTAAGGACTT. The capture probe was functionalised on one
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Figure 5.22: DNA functionalisation scheme for extended gate FET.

Figure 5.23: Response of DNA sensor made using extended gate configuration.

end with an amine group. The extended gate was functionalized with SAM made

using mercaptopropionic acid to provide carboxy terminated functional group for

further gate modification. For functionalisation of DNA EDC/NHS coupling chem-

istry was utilised. Figure 5.22 (B) shows the functionalisation scheme for the DNA

sensor. Extended gate offers an opportunity to use different gate electrodes with

the same transistor.

Hence two electrodes were fabricated as an extended gate, and only one of them

was functionalised with capture probe ssDNA. This architecture allows assigning

a reference measurement made using the unfunctionalised gate. The drain current

is measured at a constant externally applied gate and drain bias. Using reference

measurements with unfunctionalised gate reduces the effect of environmental fac-

tors influencing the transistor current. The concentration of the target ssDNA was

kept at 100 nM. The response of the sensor is measured at different incubation

times. The percentage change in drain current of the sensor is presented in figure

5.23 .
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At t=0, the drain current of gate functionalised with capture ssDNA is around

40% lower compared to the unfunctionalised gate. This is an indicator of low

double layer capacitance due to the presence of SAM layer. However, with DNA

hybridisation increase in the drain current is observed. For the measurements,

the extended gate is incubated in the complementary test solution without any

external bias. After different incubation times, it was washed and connected to

the CNTFET for measurements. PBS buffer was used as an electrolyte for both

reference gate and DNA capture gate electrodes. This provides a platform for

label-free DNA sensing. Further work for improving the sensitivity and investiga-

tion for identifying the dominant effect has to be done. Various factors to consider

in this study are

• DNA movement under bias.

• The effect of immobilisation on two different surfaces of extended gate ar-

chitectures.

• The difference in capacitance due to hybridisation under DC bias vs AC

measurements at different frequencies.

• Optimising the gate areas to obtain maximum sensitivity.





Chapter 6

Conclusion and outlook

“If we knew what it was we were doing, it would not be called research, would it?”

Albert Einstein

6.1 Conclusion

In this work, we started with an examination of an electrolyte-gated transistor.

Using sorted carbon nanotubes with up to 99.9% semiconducting CNTs a random

network was tested for its suitability for serving as a semiconducting material for

the transistor. Aiming to use cost-effective fabrication process, spray deposition

at room temperature was employed. Use of aqueous electrolyte provided high

double layer capacitance. This allowed better gate control over the semiconducting

channel. Even in a small range of applied bias, the transistors showed acceptable

on-off ratio. Use of multi-walled carbon nanotube network, as well as the impact

of the geometrical shape of the gate electrode on a planar gate architecture, was

systematically studied. The gain in transistor performance by this study was

observed. However, this comes at an overall increased device area.

Thanks to their dominant metallic nature, multi-walled carbon nanotubes were

tested as an electrode material. Nowadays, conductive electrodes are used in smart

bandages or in monitoring of in-vitro cell proliferation. Keeping this application

in mind, suitability of multi-walled carbon nanotube electrodes for impedance

spectroscopy was verified and biocompatibility of these materials was investigated.

To test the electrodes, yeast cells were monitored using impedance electrodes which

89
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were fabricated with multi-walled carbon nanotubes. To keep in lieu with the rise

of additive manufacturing, integration of spray coated MWCNT electrodes with a

3D printed custom impedance test chip was also demonstrated.

Building on the experience gained in the fabrication process of MWCNT elec-

trodes on flexible substrates, efforts were made to eliminate metal from electrolyte

gated transistor architecture. This resulted in fabrication of a metal-free fully car-

bon nanotube electrolyte gated transistor. These transistors not only had similar

characteristics as a traditional metal electrode transistor but in many ways they

outperformed their traditional counterparts. This can pave way to bring down the

final cost of the transistor. However, as the process required careful manufacturing

and optimisations for biofunctionalisation, biosensors based on electrolyte gated

CNTFETs were made using gold electrode.

Possibility to work in aqueous electrolyte and sensitive nature of carbon nanotubes

offers perfect reasons to consider them for biosensing applications. Sensors for de-

tection of ions in aqueous media were developed. They paved the path for CNT-

FET based biosensor platform. Several cation sensors for ions such as Potassium,

Sodium, Ammonium, Magnesium Calcium were successfully developed. Agricul-

turally important anion phosphate and nitrate ion sensors were also developed.

With these sensors a multi-analyte sensor array capable of measuring macronutri-

ents in the soil or hydroponic system is possible.

Using bound charges near the surface of the semiconductor for sensor application

has been proposed and is being explored extensively for nanomaterials. Towards

this aim, a sensor for dopamine was developed. Using boronic acid functionalised

on the polyimide substrate dopamine in the test sample was captured near carbon

nanotube surface. This led to an increase in the drain current due to increase in

carbon nanotube conductivity. The developed sensors responded to test concen-

trations as small as ten femto molar.

Use of enzymes for converting electrically neutral molecules into products that

can be used in electrochemical sensors opens up doors for a vast number of phys-

iologically relevant analytes. Glucose and lactate sensors were developed using

glucoseoxidase and latateoxidase respectively. Use of enzymes to detect the reac-

tion product is not the only way to utilise them in biosensors. Enzymes play an

essential role in sustaining vital functions. By monitoring enzyme activity, toxicity

in surroundings can be determined. Based on this principle sensor for detection of

widely used organophosphate malathion was demonstrated with the help of spiked

strawberry juice and tap water.
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Given the sensitive nature of carbon nanotube, their use in a complex environment

might lead to unwanted interactions with test solutions. Thus probably like the

ion sensors, it is a better approach to encapsulate carbon nanotubes or to not

interface them directly with the test sample. To accomplish this goal extended gate

transistor was designed. This approach enables constant composition of electrolyte

for CNTs. At the same time using multiple extended gates, it is possible to perform

measurements relative to an unfunctionalised gate as baseline measurements. This

baseline measurement can also take into account the environmental variations

such as temperature or light intensity. A DNA sensor using this architecture was

demonstrated.

Thus the electrolyte gated transistor offers a platform for biosensors based on

different categories of biochemicals. Their excellent electronic and mechanical

properties, low-cost fabrication processes can help us to achieve affordable point-

of-care diagnostic systems in the near future.

6.2 Outlook

Carbon nanotubes characterised almost thirty years ago still remains in research

facilities. Intensive research for their use in beyond CMOS, sensors and mechan-

ical components is still active. Similarly, nearly five decades have passed since

the introduction of ISFETs. Despite this extended period, there is a tiny fraction

of sensors based on ISFET technology. The search query for ”carbon nanotube

sensor” yields a staggering 400,000 articles and patents! Still, to the author’s best

knowledge, successful low cost point-of-care commercial sensors based on them are

not available. This reflects the difficulties and lack of mastery over the incredible

nanomaterial. The present work adds to the knowledge of biosensors in demon-

strating low-cost sensor platform, but much remains to be done. Probably the

best way to harness its advantages is to focus the attention on the single use case

and develop a complete system for it. This will include multidisciplinary effort

including, physical sciences, engineering as well as commercial entities to bring

them to the mainstream. History is replete with examples where excellent tech-

nological products were overshadowed by inferior solutions due to lack of business

adoption. Point-of-care diagnostics present a unique opportunity in this regard as

there are many examples where close to nothing exists to fulfill the need. With
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the advances in computing technologies, ubiquitous data access and low-cost fab-

rication technique, the dream of an affordable point-of-care diagnostic system is

undoubtedly achievable.
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